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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Deep inelastic lept on scattering has been a valuable tool for studying the structure of 

nucleons and for testing the theory of strong interactions, quantum clu'oniodynamics 

(QCD). for more than 25 years. 

The first deep inelastic scattering experiments were performed in the late 1960"s at 

the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAG). Electrons with an energy in the range 

from 7 to 17 GeV were scattered ofF a hydrogen target. It was found that the cross 

section for this process was roughly independent of the wavelength of the virtual photon 

exchanged in the scattering, or equivalently that it was independent of the scale at which 

the nucleoli was probed. This discovery led to the parton model, in which the nucleoli 

is composed of point like constituents, the part ons. from which the electrons scatter. 

For this work the Nobel price was awarded in 1990 [1, 2, 3]. In figure 1.1 the scaling 

is shown as it was observed at SLAG. The measured structure function 1AV2, which is 

proportional to the cross section, is given as a function of Q2 (a measure for the scale, 

see below). 

Much later, the European Muon Collaboration (EMC) and the Bologna-CERN-Dubna-

München-Saclay group (BCDMS) performed similar experiments. Both used the sec

ondary beam of unions with a maximum energy of 300 GeV, from the super proton 

synchrotron (SPS) at CERN to study deep inelastic scattering. One of the objectives 

was to check the applicability of perturbativc quantum chromodynainics to deep inelas

tic scattering (DIS). In the quark-part on model the parlous were identified with the 
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N p = (M, 0) A 

Figu re 1.2: The deep inelastic scattering process. 

muon energy of 90 and 2S0 GeV, was /used to determine the structure function F-i 

for the proton and the deuteron. The possibility to determine R. the ratio of cross 

sections for the absorption of longitudinally and transversely polarized virtual photons, 

and to increase the precision, new measurements, with hydrogen and deuterium targets 

were performed in 19S9 at incident muon energies of 120, 200 and 2S0 GeV. It is the 

analysis of these data, and in particular the determination of the structure function 

ratios from them, that is the subject of this thesis; in the final presentation, however 

all the available NMC data were used. 

In the mean time the next generation of experiments has started. At DESY in Hamburg" 

the electron-proton collider HERA provides the HI and ZEUS experiments with deep 

inelastic scattering events at centre of mass energies that were impossible to reach 

with fixed target experiments. This allows the study of the structure of nucleons in 

completely new kinematic regions which are, unfortunately, not at all overlapping with 

those of the previous measurements. 

1.1 The kinematics of deep inelastic scattering 

The deej) inelastic scattering process is schematically given in fig. 1.2. In the most 

general case a lepton scatters from a nucleoli by exchanging a virtual vector boson. 

The incident (outgoing) lepton is indicated with / (/') and has a four momentum U (k1). 
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The nucleoli ;V has four momentum /> and mass . 1 / . In the case of niuon scattering in 

the energy domain used by the NMC. it can be assumed that only a virtual photon is 

exchanged. The (small) effect of the Z° vector boson exchange and the effects of multiple 

photons are laken into account through the radiative corrections (see sect. 3.2.3). The 

four momentum ol' the virtual photon - is indicated by q — k' — k. As the scattering is 

inelastic, the struck nucleon breaks up. resulting in the possibly complex final state X. 

We study the inclusive process, which means that we do not determine the state X but 

only the momentum of the union before and after scattering. 

It is customary to (.feline the following kinematic variables. The negative of the square 

of the transferred four momentum, 

Q2 = -<i2-

is a measure of the virtuality of the photon and because the wavelength of the photon 

is inversely proportional to the square root of Q2. it determines the scale at which the 

nucleon is probed. The energy transfer to the nucleon in the laboratory system is given 

bv 

„ = tl^E-E>. 
M 

where E and E' are the energy of the incident and scattered muon, respectively. The 

Bjorken scaling variable. 
Q2 igj> Q2 

2p.q 2Mi/ 

can be interpreted as the fraction of the momentum of the nucleon carried by the 

struck parton. This is only approximately true in the laboratory system but holds 

in the infinite momentum frame. In this Lorentz frame the nucleon has an infinite 

momentum and all masses can be neglected. As a result the transverse momenta of the 

partons are also negligible in this reference frame[5]. The parameter 

_ P-q lab v 
p.k E 

is the fraction of the incident lepton energy that is transferred to the nucleon. in the 

laboratory frame. In the following section we first discuss the general expression for the 

cross section of the deep inelastic scattering process, then the interpretation ol' this in 

terms of quark and gluon distributions and finally how sum rules can be used to relate 

theory to the experimental results. 
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1.2 The one photon exchange cross section 

The double differential one photon absorption cross section for deep inelastic scattering 

can be written as: 
tP* 4-o2 

:LWWIW (1.1) 
dQ2du QAE2 "" 

where o is the fine structure constant. The leptonic tensor Ltn, describes the emission 

of the virtual photon by the muon and can be calculated in QED[5]. 

Lin, = 2(A:"A-'" + kuk"1 - (fk.k'), 

where </'"' is the metric tensor. 

(1.2) 

The hcHrojiic tenFor W" on the other hand, describes the photon-iuicleon vertex and 

cannot be calculated directly because the nucleon is nut a point like particle. We can 

however write W"" as sum of possible Lorentz structures, parametrized by scalar struc

ture functions IV',-. The following expression is found after requiring Lorentz invariance, 

invariance under time reversal and noting that pure electromagnetic interactions pre

serve parity, 

W tw 

(1.3) 

By combining eq. 1.1 with eqs. 1.2 and 1.3 we find, 

(Pa 4xa2 

H'2(", Q2) cos2 °- + 2W, («/, Q2) sin2 °- (1.4) 
dQ2du Q'<£2 

which describes the inelastic scattering off a nucleon. By comparing this expression 

with the equivalent one for scattering off a point particle with mass ???, 

d2a 4TTQ2 

dQ2du Q*E2 cos - + -—-sin - \ o{u — -—) 
2 2m2 2 / v 2???.' 

(1.5) 

we see that, if the inelastic scattering can be described by scattering off point particles, 

we can identify the IVs by 

1mWx = 
Q2 m Q2

 Ï 
imv 

,AV2 = 5 ( 1 -
Q7 

imv 

2mv' 

• ) • 
(1.6) 
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O'2 
In this case the structure functions become a function of one parameter, x = tj*^, only. 

The functions IV*; are commonly replaced by alternative but equivalent structure func

tions F;7 which are easier to use in relation with the quark parton model described in 

the next, section: 

F , ( . T , Q 2 ) = MWi(x,Q2) 

F2(*,Q2) = vW2(x,Q*) (1.7) 

In this case x is denned with the proton mass: x = jffc. Expression 1.1 can now be 

re-written in the following way: 

#a(x,Q*) <W / 2 rtl ^ 2 x , #1 Mxy 

dQ2dv yEQ4 (y 2 .^ i ( .T,Q 2) + ( l - y - ^ ) F 2 ( . T , g 2 ) ) . (1.8) 

We can also express the differential cross section in terms of virtual photon emission 

and absorption cross sections. The absorption of virtual photons with a left or right 

handed polarisation is described by the transverse cross section ax', the longitudinally 

polarised virtual photon absorption by OL,. By combining these two cross sections with 

r-r, the transverse virtual photon flux factor, which gives the probability that a muon 

emits a transversely polarized photon, we find, 

cr = rT{cTT + ZVL), (1-9) 

where e = p"- is the ratio of probabilities that a muon emits a longitudinally or trans

versely polarized virtual photon. It is customary to define 

R - ut. 

which can also be written in terms of F\ and F2. We therefore first define the longitu

dinal structure function ƒ*£,: 

FL = (l + %)F2-2xF1. 

We then have for R: 

„ , < - . - (i-io) 

R = sk- <••'•> 
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The double differential one photon exchange cross section written in terms of F2 and 

R then reads: 

Mxy y*x(l+U-Px2/Q2j 
( "V '2E ' 2 l + /?(.r,Q2) 

(1.12) 

If R equals zero, or in other words, it in the scattering only transversely polarized 

photons are exchanged, then the cross section depends solely on p£. In that case the 

Callan-Gross relation. 

F-2 = 2xF,. 

is valid. This assumption is usually made in the naive quark-parton model. 

1.3 The quark-parton model 

To understand the scaling observed in the cross section for deep inelastic scattering, 

the parton model was introduced. It allows us to interpret the structure functions F,- in 

terms of constituents of the nucleon. The naive parton model is based on the following 

assumptions. 

• All hadrons consist of partons which are to be identified with quarks and gluons. 

• Partons are free point like particles, that is they are not subject to the strong 

interaction between each other. 

• The cross section for deep inelastic scattering of leptons off a hadron can be 

described by the exchange of a virtual photon between the lepton and a charged 

parton in that hadron. 

These assumptions are expressed mathematically in the following way[6]. Let the den

sity of partons of type i in hadron- H be f^iy)- The variable y is given by the ratio of 

the four momentum of the parton p over the four momentum of the hadron p, 

p 
y = --

P 
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The two momenta are assumed to be parallel. The DIS scaling variable at the parton 

level. 

plays the same role as the Bjorken scaling variable x at the hadron level. The three 

variables are related in the following way: 

•r = .'/-• 

The cross section for scattering off a free parton is given by, 

wa~L"*"' (113) 

which is in form identical to that for a hadron. The parton structure functions F\2, 

with i indicating again the quark flavor, are introduced to parametrize Wltu. The need 

to introduce structure functions, while we assumed quarks to be pnintlike particles, is 

made clear below when we introduce interactions between the quarks. It is now possible 

to relate the scattering at the nucleon level to the scattering at the parton level. For 

this we have the DIS master equation: 

Fh2{x,Q2) = £e? f\ly ['dzeix-yzViiyrfl^Qi). (1.14) 
j ^ JO JO 

The summation is over the quark flavors, and e2 is the square of the electric charge of 

quark flavor ?'. The integration over the momentum fractions in combination with the 

delta function results in a convolution of the parton structure function F{ 2 with the 

parton density function ƒ/*. All possible combinations of y and z are included. 

In the naive parton model the quarks are assumed to be free point particles. The parton 

structure functions then have a simple form, which for F^ is, 

F>(z,Q2) = 6(1 -z) 

and therefore eq. 1.14 reduces to 

F2(x,Q2) = £ <:?ƒ"(*)•• (1.15) 
i 

This equation shows manifestly the effect of scaling since the dependence on Q2 has 

disappeared. 
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The structure functions of the proton and the neutron can now be written in terms of 

the quark distributions. We assume isospin symmetry and therefore the the up-quark 

distribution in the proton is identical to the down-quark distribution in the neutron. 

This distribution is labeled i/(.r). Likewise we have d(x) for the other distribution. 

»(.r) = Up[x) = (l„(x), 

d(x) = dp(x) = vn(x). (1.16) 

On the inclusion of the anti-quark distributions (iï(.r) etc.) and the possible strange 

quark contents we have for the structure functions of the proton and the neutron [öj: 

F2" = i . r [4{./.(.r) + ü(x)} + {d(.v) + d(x)} + {s{x) + s[x}] , 

*2 = I* [H(l(-r) + <?(*)} + {u(x) + ti(.r)} + {.s(x) + s(x)}] . (1.17) 

The contributions from charm and heavier quarks are assumed to be small and are 

neglected. 

Quantum chromodynamics 

The strong interaction between quarks is described by quantum chromodynamics (QCD). 

It is a field theory modeled after the successful quantum electrodynamics (QED). Colour 

charge is analogous to electric charge in QED. There are three colours, usually indicated 

by red, green and blue. The quarks exchange doubly coloured gluons, the intermediate 

vector bosons of QCD, of which eight exist. Quarks and antiquarks are combined to 

hadrons (baryons and mesons) in such a way that the result is colourless. Unlike the 

photon in QED, which carries no electric charge, the gluons are colored themselves and 

therefore interact with each other. QCD therefore is a non-abelian theory. An impor

tant consequence of these interactions is the so-called running of the effective coupling 

constant of the strong interaction as. This means that as depends on the scale of the 

interaction, it decreases logarithmically with Q2. The precise form of as i<? calculated 

in perturbative QCD, in leading order it is given by, 

where nj is the number of quark flavors that are important at the energy scale given 

by Q2. and A0 is the mass scale at which a°s diverges; it is a free parameter of QCD. 
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The running of the coupling constant has two important consequences. At increasingly 

smaller distances the coupling strength decreases, which is called asymptotic freedom. 

In this domain pertmbative techniques can be used to calculate the interactions. It 

is in that case that the parton model can be modified such as to include the strong 

interaction: see below. At large distances, or small Q2. on the other hand the effective 

coupling becomes infinite and probably leads to what is called 'confinement* of the 

quarks and gluons. 

The QCD improved parton model 

The parton model introduced above can be extended to include the parton interactions 

by using the tools from perturbative QCD. The assumption of free partons or quarks 

is no longer made and gluon interactions are included. The interactions are calculated 

as a perturbation on the "free" model, which is equivalent to the naive parton model. 

The contributions from Feynman diagrams calculated in QCD are then added to the 

parton structure functions F introduced above. A review of the procedure is given in 

refs. [6. 7]. 

In fiist order calculations the diagrams shown in figure 1.3 contribute to the interac

tions. In liigher order more and more diagrams have to be taken into account and the 

calculations become very complex[6]. 

In the naive parton model the longitudinal structure function Fi was assumed to be zero. 

This is changed by introducing the interaction between the quarks, which introduces 

gluon radiation and quark-antiquark pair production processes. Perturbative QCD 

predicts the value of Fi as a. function of x and Q2, using F2 and xG[x, Q2), the gluon 

distribution, as an input. The longitudinal structure function Fi, is given by[8], 

as(Q
2)x2 ridi 

2TT Jx ur Lo 9 
(1.19) 

which can be used to compute ƒ?; see eqs. 1.10 and 1.11. 
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Q q 

F i g u r e 1.3: The QCD processes included in first order corrections to the naive parton 

model. 

1.4 Sum rules and structure functions 

The quark parton model relates the structure functions which describe deep inelastic 

scattering to distributions of quarks in the nucleons. Sum rules, which involve integrals 

over these structure functions, therefore relate the structure functions to simple prop

erties of the nucleon like the number of constituent quarks and their electric charges. 

The sum rules form therefore an important cross check on our understanding of the 

nucleon. 

Several sum rules were proposed to check different properties of the nucleon. Often 

corrections to the naive predictions have been calculated in the framework of the QCD 

inspired parton model introduced above. Only one of the three sum rules introduced 

below can be. measured with deep inelastic muon scattering; the other two involve 

structure functions measured in neutrino scattering. 

The integrated u-quark and d-quark densities in the proton are given by, 

Up = / up(x)dx 
Jo 

Dp = f\lp(x)dx. (1.20) 
Jo 

Using the isospin symmetry between the proton and the neutron we conclude that the 

integrated u-quark density in the proton is equal to the integrated d-quark density in 
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the neutron. To summarize, we have the following relations: 

IT = lTp = D„ 

D = Dp = Un 

V = 0P = D„ 

D = Dp = f/„. (1.21) 

We use these relations in the discussion of the sum rules below. 

T h e Gross-Llewel lyn Smith s u m rule 

This sum rule was proposed by Gross and Llewellyn Smith[9] in 1969. It counts the 

number of valence quarks in a nucleon and has been most accurately tested by the 

CCFR collaboration. The sum rule involves the integration over x of the non-singlet 

structure function Fs{x, Q2) at a certain value of Q2. The structure function is obtained 

by taking the difference between the anti neutrino double differential cross section on 

an isoscalar target and its neutrino counterpart. Using the naive quark-parton model 

we find: 

SGLS = / '-^-dx = (U-Ü) + (D-D) = 3. (1.22) 
Jo 2.r 

This prediction is modified by a QCD correction; in next-to-leading order we have, 

Sou = / ' ï | C f a = 3 (l - °-m * 2.66, ,.,23) 
JO 2X \ 7T J 

at Q' = 3 GeV . The CCFR collaboration reported a value for the sum rule of [10]: 

SGLS = 2.50 ± 0.02{stat.) ± 0.08{syst). 

This value differs by almost twice the systematic error from the next to leading order 

prediction and leaves open the question of the importance of higher order corrections 

and non-perturbative effects. 

The Adler sum rule 

In the Adler sum rule, it is the difference between the structure functions F2 for neutrino 

scattering off a neutron and a proton that is integrated. It is given by[ll] , 

SA = / -^—-—2-<lx = 1. (1.24) 
Jo lx 
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This sum rule is exact and it is expected to be valid to all orders in perturbation theory. 

It, can be written as a function of quark distributions: 

5.4 = [l[fUx) + ün{x)-dp[x)-üp(r)]dx = [LT-Ü)-(D-D) = 1. 
Jo 

The most accurate test of this sum rule was performed by the BEBC[12]. Averaging 

over the range 1 < Q2 < 40 GeV2 and using the Callan-Gross relation, they find 

SA = l.0l±0.0S(stat.)±0.1S(sysL). 

The rather large uncertainties result from the experimental difficulties m measuring 

the structure functions. Both the cross normalisation of the neutrino fluxes as well as 

the difficulty of getting large data samples in neutrino scattering off a light target, are 

responsible for the rather poor precision. 

The Gottfried s u m rule 

The Gottfiied sum rule is the analogue of the Adler sum rule but for structure functions 

in charged lepton scattering. In 1967 Gottfried[13] showed how to evaluate the integral 

over // of the structure function VW2, which in the limit of high Q2 tends to F2, at fixed 

Q2 using the electric and the magnetic form factors of the proton. This sum rule was 

redefined in terms of structure functions F2 by Field and Feynman[14], as an integral 

over x at fixed Q2: 

SG = f [/?(*) - F^x))— = I (1.25) 
Jo x 6 

Using the definition of the structure functions in terms of quark distributions given 

above, and performing the integrations, the Gottfried sum can be written in the follow

ing way: 

SG = ]-[4(Up + Dp) + (Dp+Dp-i(Un + Dn)-(Dn+Dn\ 

= ^[(U + D)-{D + D)]. (1.26) 

Using the result for the Adler sum rule we can rewrite this equation as follows: 

SG = l-[(U-0)-(D-D)} + ^[U-D' 

= \ + l[°-D}- (L27) 
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If we assume the number of anti up quarks in the proton to be the same as the number 

of anti down quarks in the proton we arrive at the prediction of Sc = 5. There is no 

a priori reason to expect this to be true. Field and Feynman[14] argued that because 

there are two up valence quarks and only one down valence quark in the proton the up. 

anti ii]) pairs in the sea will be suppressed by the exclusion principle. Possible QCD 

corrections were studied by Ross and Sachraclja[15] and were found to be very small. 

Many groups. IikeSLAC[16], EMC[17] and BCDMS[1S], have evaluated SG- The results 

were all consistent with the prediction of | within their large errors (typically 20%). but 

the results were systematically lower than one third. The Gottfried sum is evaluated 

with small errors using the i\AIC structure function ratio measurements as discussed in 

section 4.'2. 
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Chapter 2 

The Experiment 

The New Muon Collaboration has measured deep inelastic scattering of muons using 

an upgraded version of the magnetic spectrometer built by the European Muon Collab

oration (EMC) [19], the predecessor of NMC. Also during the four years data taking 

period of NMC the spectrometer was further extended and improved. The spectrome

ter is described in the first part of this chapter. In the second part the reconstruction 

chain, the set of programs that transform the raw data into physics events is presented. 

Finally the various steps and procedures necessary to generate the input files for the 

production chain are discussed. 

2.1 The New Muon Collaboration Spectrometer 

In figure 2.1 an artist view of the NMC spectrometer is given. It shows a major part of 

the experimental setup which was used to measure deep inelastic scattering of muons 

from hydrogen and deuterium targets. The setup is presented in four parts: (1) The 

accelerator and the beam line system to produce a high intensity, mono-energetic muon 

beam with a small diameter: this part is not shown in fig. 2.1. (II) The beam spectrom

eter (only partly shown) which determines the position and momentum of the incoming 

muon. (Ill) The target system. (IV) The forward spectrometer to determine the po

sition and momentum of the scattered muon. Also the trigger system and the data 

acquisition system are briefly described. 
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Absorber 
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F i g u r e 2 . 1 : An overview of the spectrometer. 
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F i g u r e 2.2: The NMC coordinate system. 

The NMC coordinate system is defined as follows. The x axis is chosen parallel to the 

horizontal incident muon beam, pointing into the beam direction. The z axis points 

vertically upwards, and the y axis is taken according to a right handed coordinate system 

(points to the left looking downstream). This coordinate system is shown in figure 2.2. 

The origin of this system was originally at the centre of the Forward Spectrometer 

Magnet (FSM), but because of modifications in the beam line the FSM was moved 
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sideways in the y direction over 5 cm. The coordinates of a particle traversing the 

spcdromclcr arc determined in the following way. The planes are positioned parallel 

to the y-z plane. There are three plane orientations, labeled X, Y and 0 . Each plane 

of a wirechamber measures one coordinate (e.g. a Y plane measures the y position and 

hence has its wires parallel to z). If the wires in a chamber make an angle a with the 

positive y axis, the generic coordinate, indicated with 0 in the figure, is measured: 

0 = y sin a — z cos a. 

Thus a Y plane has vertical wires or rquivalently has a = 90°. and a Z plane has 

horizontal wires or a = ISO0. A so called 0 plane has either a = 45° or a = 60°. 

2.1.1 The beam line 

The experiment, is located at the end of the M2 muon beamline [20] in the CERN North 

Area. The beamline provides a high intensity muon beam of up to 4 x 10' muons per 

2 seconds spill with an energy selectable in the range 50 - 300 GeV. The beam has 

a diameter of 2.5 cm FWHM at the target position in the experimental hall. Only a 

small fraction of the muons (5 %) is found in the region more than 5 cm away from the 

beam centre (halo muons). The beam line consists of three parts: the front end which 

selects particles, the decay channel and the back end for momentum determination. 

The front end contains a 0.5 m thick beryllium target in which hadrons are produced 

by a beam of 450 GeV protons which is extracted from the Super Proton Synchrotron 

(SPS). The hadrons, mostly pions and some kaons, are momentum selected by a bending 

magnet, whereas the protons are stopped in a beam dump. The momentum spread of 

the selected hadrons is about 10 %. 

The decay channel is a 590 m long section, implemented as a FODO array, in which 

large aperture quadrupole magnets alternately focus and defocus the beam in the x -

y plane and defocus and focus it in the orthogonal x - z plane. The FODO array is 

designed in such a way that the parent pion beam with a given central momentum and 

a wide momentum band of decay muons is transported with as little loss as possible. At 

the end of the decay channel around S % of the pions have decayed into muons of which 

about one quarter is usable by the experiment. The remaining hadrons are stopped in 
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a large 10 m long beryllium absorber. This material was-chosen because of its low Z so 

as to minimize the multiple scattering of the muons while maximizing the absorption of 

hadrons. The absorber is placed in the momentum analyzing magnet of the back end 

of the beam line. 

The back end has a momentum analyzing dipole magnet, followed by a set of quadrupole 

lenses. This setup selects muons with a momentum spread of about 6 %. After this the 

beam traverses a number of magnetic collimators which allow a small momentum band 

of muons to pass and which deflect muons of other momenta away from the beam. A 

short transport section leads to the beam momentum station (BMS). This is a set of 

dipole and quadrupole magnets which forms a focusing spectrometer. The BMS serves 

to measure the momentum of the muons in the beam (see next section) and to deliver 

the beam to the experimental hall. 

2.1.2 The beam spectrometer 

The beam spectrometer determines the full kinematics of the beam muons. It consists of 

two parts, the first being the beam momentum station (BMS), by which the momenta of 

the incident unions are measured, and second, beam hodoscopes together with two small 

wire chambers (POH and POB), which serve to determine the position and direction of 

each incident rauoii. 

The BMS consists of essentially three dipole magnets and four hodoscope planes. The 

hodoscopes are assembled from 5 mm wide scintillator strips which are read out with a 

100 ps time resolution. Two planes are positioned before and two behind the magnets. 

The precise time information is used to correlate the hits that belong to one muon 

track and further to match this BMS track to one of the tracks formed in the the 

beam hodoscopes. From hits in at least three out of the four planes, the deviation A;; 

from the central momentum po can be determined. A Monte Carlo simulation is used to 

establish the relation between the position of the hits in the planes and A/>. The central 

momentum is determined in special calibration runs using another magnet downstream 

of the experiment. This magnet, which is part of the beam calibration spectrometer 

(BCS) [21], has a precisely measured fieldmap. 

The second part of the beam spectrometer is formed by the beam hodoscopes. They 
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measure the position and direction of the beam muons. The beam hodoscopes consist 

of 16 planes in total, each containing 20 strips. The strips are 4 mm wide, and the 

planes are combined in pairs which are staggered by 2 mm ensuring a spatial resolution 

of 2 mm. Each beam hodoscope contains four pairs each having a different orientation 

of its strips. The first hodoscope (BHA) is positioned just after the last quadrupole 

magnet where the beam enters the experimental hall. The second (BHB) is located just 

upstream of the target setup, thus giving a maximum lever arm. To further improve 

the determination of the beam position a small wire chamber with 1 mm wh-e spacing is 

located between the targets. For events corresponding to scattering in the downstream 

target this chamber is used to improve the determination of the beam muon position. 

For the data taking in 19S9 a small wire chamber with 4 planes (POH) was installed 

just downstream of BHB in order to improve the determination of all beam tracks. 

2.1.3 The target setup 

Set 1 

Beam 
"ft** Hydrogen Deuterium Set 2 

POH POB POC 

F i g u r e 2 .3 : The target setup. 

One of the aims of the NMC experiment was to measure structure function ratios with 

very small systematic errors. When cross sections were to be measured from a single 

target and the results from two successive measurements were combined to calculate 

a structure function ratio, the systematic error on the ratio would mainly result from 

the determination of the incident muon flux and spectrometer acceptance. The target 

setup depicted in figure 2.3 reduces this error greatly. 

Altogether four target cells are mounted on a movable platform as schematically shown 

in figure 2.3. Each target, cell consists of a mylar cylinder with a diameter of 10 cm 

filled with liquid H2 or D2. The cells are contained in 30 cm diameter hard paper 

vacuum containers. Around the mylar cylinder and inside the vacuum there is a conical 
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heat shield made out of I mm thick stainless steel. The measurements were performed 

with alternately the hydrogen target upstream and the deuterium target upstream 

(hence with the deuterium target downstream and the hydrogen target downstream, 

respectively). In this way the spectrometer acceptance for events in the D2 target of 

one set is equal to the acceptance for events in the H2 target of the other set and vice 

versa. The two targets of one set are simultaneously in the beam and hence are exposed 

to the same beam flux. 

With this setup the cross section ratio crj/ap for the deuteron and the proton is deter

mined directly from the yields in the four targets. This follows from the count rates in 

the detector for the two targets in the two configurations: 

K-N*n = <t>xPdAuva'i.<hPdAin&1
 = /yy /vy 

Nup-NSn ^2p
pAupaP.^pPAdn(7P [pPj ' \aPj ' 

in which ói and $2 are the integrated beam fluxes for the two target positions, p and 

pp the nucleoli densities in the Di and H2 targets and Aup and Adn the spectrometer 

acceptance for the upstream and downstream targets. As a result one has: 

ad 

aP \ 

with K the square root of the nucleoli densities. 

2.1.4 The forward spectrometer 

The forward spectrometer measures the magnitude and direction of the momentum of 

the scattered muon and the particles produced in the primary or secondary vertices. 

An artists view of the spectrometer is shown in figure 2.1; it is depicted schematically 

in figure 2.4. 

The spectrometer consists of two parts which are separated by the hadron absorber, a 

two meters thick iron wall. Any particle passing the absorber is taken to be a muon. 

The downstream part is equipped with large drift chambers covering an area of 10 x 4 

m2 (W67,W3) and small proportional chambers(P67) of 1 m radius. Also, several of the 

hodoscope planes which are part of the trigger system are located behind the absorber. 

The trigger system is described in the following subsection. 
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Figure 2.4: A schematic top view of the spectrometer. 

In the region upstream of the absorber the momenta of the particles are measured 

by reconstructing their trajectories through the forward spectrometer magnet (FSM), 

which has a precisely known magnetic field. Wire chambers are located upstream of 

the FSM, in the FSM and downstream of it, giving a large lever arm for the tracks 

and therefore a precise determination of the muon momenta. In the remainder of 

this subsection we discuss the various elements of the spectrometer and their principal 

characteristics. The order is along the direction of the beam. 

The PO beam chambers 

The PO chambers are 14 cm diameter proportional chambers with 1 mm wire spacing. 

Eacli chamber usually consists of eight planes which are assembled in such a way that 

three coordinates (y.z.9) are measured. The chambers handle the full intensity of the 

beam, they, are mainly used to cover the dead regions at the beam position of some of 
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the larger chambers. The chamber POH is placed before the target close to BHB. It 

differs from the others since it only has four planes. The second one. POB is placed 

between the two targets. It is used either for the beam or for the scattered muon track 

depending in which of the two targets the scattering took place. The other chambers 

cover the dead regions in the PV1 and PV2 chambers (POC). that of P123 (POD) and 

those of the W12 chambers (POE). 

P V 1 and P V 2 

These chambers are essential for the reconstruction of the large angle tracks in the 

region before the magnet. Both are proportional chambers having 2 mm wire spacing, 

they cover an area of 1.5 x 1.0 m2 . The chamber PV1 contains two Y and two 0 planes. 

Because of the buildup of space charge in the centre where the beam passes, the chamber 

becomes insensitive to the beam. At low beam intensity however the chamber is active 

in the centre which is useful during dedicated alignment runs (see sect.2.3). 

The PV2 chamber has two Y and four 0 planes. It has a region in the centre of 6.5 cm 

radius which has been made insensitive. The beam passes through this region without 

disturbing the operation of the chamber. As mentioned before the central region is 

covered by POC to allow the reconstruction of tracks which have small angles relative 

to the beam. 

The forward spectrometer magnet 

The FSM is a large dipole magnet with a gap of 2.0 x 1.0 m2 in y and z and the region of 

the homogeneous field extends over 4.2 m in x. The magnetic field is in the z direction. 

The magnet is operated at different currents for different incoming muon energies in 

order to ensure that the beam passes through the dead regions of all the chambers. The 

operating modes are summarized in table 2.1. The stability of the field was checked 

with a Hall probe and from 1987 to 1989 also with an NMR probe. 

The field of the FSM was mapped with high precision, reaching an accuracy of 5x 10 - 4 T 

in all points of the field volume for each of the three currents (ref. [22}). This results in 

an estimated relative error of less then 2 x 10~3 in the magnetic field integral ƒ B.cll. 
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Current 

[A] 
2000 

4000 

5000 

ƒ B.dl |,._.=u 

[T.rn] 

2.328 

4.414 

5.182 

Muon energy 

[CeV] 

90. 120 

200 

2S0 

Table 2.1: Operating modes of the FSM 

This uncertainty was checked by determining the A'0 and J/i!' masses from the dal a 

and comparing them to the known values. 

The magnet chambers P i , P 2 and P 3 

The P123 chambers are placed inside the air gap of the FSM. Each of the chambers 

consist of one Y, one Z and one 0 plane giving a total of nine planes. The \vn-e spacing is 

2 mm and the chambers cover the full gap (1.8 x 0.8 m2). They have a dead region with 

a 6.5 cm radius for the beam. The POD chamber is installed just before the entrance 

of the magnet. PI is positioned close to the entrance inside the magnet while the other 

two (P2,3) are placed approximately 30 cm before and after the centre of the FSM. 

T h e W 1 2 chambers 

The VVI and VV2 drift chambers are located just downstream of the magnet. The 

chambers cover an area of 2.2 x 1.2 m2 and consist each of eight planes. The drift cells 

are 2 cm wide and have one sense wire in the middle. This means that it is impossible 

to determine if a track passed left or right of the sense wire. This so called left/right 

ambiguity is solved by the track finding algorithm which combines the information of 

all sixteen planes. The drift time is digitized with a 4 ns resolution giving the plane a 

resolution of 350 100//m. The dead region has a radius of 12 cm which is covered 

by P0E. 
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The W 4 5 and P45 chambers 

The W45 drift chambers are situated upstream of the absorber. There are four modules 

of four planes each. The planes have 4 cm wide drift cells and are also read out with 

a 4 ns time resolution. The spatial resolution is about the same as that of W12. 

The chambers cover a very large area of 5.2 x 2.6 m2. They have a dead region of 

14 x 13 cm2. At about the same position the P45 proportional chambers are installed. 

These chambers have a 2.2 mm wire spacing. The planes have a radius of 90 cm. There 

are five Y and five 0 planes covering the dead region of W45 which also improves the 

reconstruction in the central region with very high counting rates. 

The calorimeter and t h e hadron absorber 

The calorimeter is used to identify electrons, muons and hadrons, and also to measure 

the energy deposited by electromagnetic showers. The calorimeter consists of one elec

tromagnetic and two hadronic modules. The electromagnetic part is a sandwich of lead 

plates and blades while the hadronic part consists of iron plates and scintillator blades. 

The scintillator blades are 28 cm wide. The calorimeter covers a region of 5.6 x 2.8 m2 , 

with a small hole (0.2 x 0.2 m2) in the centre for the beam to pass through. 

The calorimeter is followed by the hadron absorber which is a 2 m thick iron wall. 

Like the calorimeter the absorber has a hole to let the beam through. The iron of the 

absorber can be magnetized for further particle identification. In NMC this feature 

was not used, but as a result of earlier operation the absorber contains a remnant field 

which has to be taken into account in the reconstruction of muon tracks. 

The W 6 7 , P 6 7 and W 3 c h a m b e r s 

In the region behind the absorber the multiplicities in the chambers are much lower. 

In principle only scattered and halo muons reach this region, but some other particles 

may be created in showers. 

This region is equipped with large drift chambers which cover together an area of 

10 x 4.4 in2. Three sets of chambers which are labeled W67 A,B and C are used. The 
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outer regions are covered by the sets A and C each containing 11 planes which are split 

into 4 modules. In the centre is YV67 B which has 16 planes in 4 modules to have some 

redundancy in handling the higher rates. The planes have drift cells of 12 cm wide, 

with a position dependent potential on the cathode plane to ensure a constant drift 

speed. The W67 chambers are read out by the same type of electronics as the other 

drift chambers; therefore the time resolution is also 4 ns. The spatial resolution ranges 

between 550 and S50 /mi. 

In 19S9 a new small angle trigger was installed which is described in the next subsec

tion. To improve the reconstruction probability for events close to the beam two new 

chambers were installed. One consists of two modules of the same type as P45 and is 

called P67. It contains one Y, one Z and two 0 planes and is positioned just before 

W67B. The second one is a drift chamber of the W12 type. It is placed far downstream, 

behind the second iron wall (see figure 2.4). It has two Y, two Z and four 0 planes and 

the region covered is 2.4 x 1.2 m2. 

Some important characteristics of the wire chambers are summarized in table 2.2. 

2.1.5 The trigger system 

The SPS has a cycle time of 14.5 s, part of this is a. 2.5 s spill. During the spill protons 

are extracted and hence muons are produced. A triggering system is installed to detect 

when a muon produces a. useful scattering event in the target. It consists of hodoscopes, 

often divided into strips, which are located at several positions along the beam line. 

Fast electronic circuits combine the signals of the hodoscopes. Whenever a proper 

combination occurs the readout of all detectors is started. 

The data acquisition allows for 16 different triggers to be defined. These triggers can 

be divided into several categories. First there are the physics triggers which signal deep 

inelastic scattering events. The various physics triggers mostly differ in the acceptance 

of scattering angle 0 and therefore select different (but overlapping) kinematical regions. 

The main physics triggers are called T l , T2 and T14 and are discussed below. A fourth 

physics trigger, T15, was used to select multimuon events to study J/é production (see 

[23]) and is not discussed any further. 
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Detector 

POH 

POB 

POC 

POD 

POE 

PVl 

PV2 

PI 

P2 

P3 

Wl 

\V2 

W4A 

W4B 

W5A 

W5B 

P45 

WÖ7A 

VV67B 

VV67C 

P67 

W3 

active area 

[mm2] 

(-r2) 144 

(7T7-2) 144 

( - r 2 ) l l l 

(;rr2) 144 

(-r2) 144 

1540 x 940 

1640 x 1000 

1S00 x SOO 

1S00 x 800 

1S00 x SOO 

2240 x 1240 

2240 x 1240 

5240 x 2600 

5240 x 2600 

5240 x 2600 

5240 x 2600 

900 x 900 

2900 x 3500 

2900 x 3500 

2900 x 3500 

900 x 900 

2240 x 1240 

position 

H 
-10.9 

-6.6 

-2.7 

-2.0 

2.3 

-2.5 

-2.2 

-1.5 

0.3 

0.3 

2.6 

3.0 

7.0 

7.4 

7.7 

8.0 

7.6 

15.5 

16.0 

15.5 

13.3 

19.3 

wire spacing 

[mm] 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

2.0 

2.0 

2.0 

2.0 

2.0 

20.0 

20.0 

40.0 

40.0 

40.0 

40.0 

2.0 

120.0 

120.0 

120.0 

2.0 

20.0 

wires 

approx. 

144 

144 

144 

144 

144 

770 

800 

900 

900 

900 

100 

100 

120 

120 

120 

120 

450 

30 

30 

30 

140 

450 

planes 

4 

S 

8 

S 

S 

4 

6 

3 

3 

3 

S 

S 

4 

4 

4 

4 

10 

11 

16 

11 

4 

8 

Table 2.2: The NMC ivire chambers 
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The second group contains the normalization triggers. They are used to determine the 

total integrated muoii flux that was received during the experiment. They are essential 

for measuring cross sections and are useful for the study of systematics in the analysis 

of cross section ratios. There ave three such triggers: T 3 . T4 and T10. Their definition 

and use is discussed in "2.1.5. 

The third group contains the utility triggers. Each of these triggers cover certain parts 

of the detectors by selecting fractions of the halo unions. They are used for alignment, 

calibration and efficiency determination and also to monitor the experiment during data 

taking. 

The veto counters represent an important set of hodoscopes. They are used to reject 

all muons which form the halo of the beam. The VI and Vl.5 counters are placed in 

the beam line to detect halo muons which are close and parallel to the beam. The two 

hodoscopes V2 and V2.1 define the beam phase space. These scintillators have a hole of 

6 cm diameter and are placed several meters apart. Finally V3 is a large (6.5 x 4.0 m2) 

scintillator wall in which halo muons far away from the beam are detected. The logical 

OR of the signals from these hodoscopes is applied as a veto to all physics triggers. In 

the following sections the different physics and normalization triggers are discussed in 

more detail. 

The main physics trigger T l 

The main physics trigger or large angle trigger is derived from the hodoscopes listed in 

table 2.3. It accepts events with a scattering angle larger than 10 mracl. The acceptance 

in the kinematic variables x and Q2 is shown in figure 2.5. 

The hodoscopes HIV and HlH are located just downstream of the FSM. The H and 

V indicate whether a hodoscope has horizontal or vertical strips. The hodoscopes H3V 

and H3H are located downstream of the absorber and H4H is located downstream of 

the second iron wall at the end of the experiment. This second iron wall is 40 cm thick 

and shields H4H from low energy showers. 

Hodoscope H3V is a special one since its signals determine the timing of the trigger 

and therefore of the event. It is equipped with photomultipliers at each end of the 
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100 

Q2 

10 

1 
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X 

F i g u r e 2.5: Regions of acceptance of the physics triggers Tl, T2 and TU, at 200 GeV 

incident muon energy. 

scintillator strips. For each strip special electronics determines the mean time of the 

two signals which is then readout using TDC's. In the offline analysis the time offset is 

determined for each strip and successively used to correct the data for that strip. 

Programmable fast coincidence matrices are used to correlate hits in strips from different 

hodoscopes. Six matrices are combined to construct T l according to the diagram of the 

logic shown in figure 2.6. A set of hits in H1H, H3H and H4H is required such that the 

strips hit lie on a straight line pointing to the target. This requirement is called vertical 

target pointing and is implemented by M2 and M3. Likewise, matrices MO and Ml are 

used as one matrix to implement horizontal target pointing using the signals from HIV 

and H3V. The requirement of horizontal target pointing limits the maximum bending 

of a muon in the FSM and thus acts as a low momentum cut for the scattered muon. 

The M6 matrix implements a small angle cut by rejecting tracks which are close to the 

beam. The M7 matrix acts like M6 but uses H3V instead of HIV, and therefore cuts 

in the angle that is the sum of the scattering angle and the FSM bending angle. This 

bending angle is equivalent to ;/, the energy loss of the scattered muon, so that M7 is 

implementing a // cut. 
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Vein Sianul [ 

Trigger 1 

Figure 2.6: The logic of physics trigger Tl. The hodoscope planes are indicated by the 

letter H, the coincidence matrices by M. 

The small angle trigger T2 

The second physics trigger is the so-called small angle interaction trigger (SAIT). It is 

sensitive at smaller scattering angles down to 5 mrad, hence the name. The kinematical 

region of its acceptance is shown in figure 2.5. It is defined by three hodoscope planes 

which all have horizontal strips. As a result only vertical target pointing can be imposed. 

The hodoscopes are listed in table 2.4. The first plane, H i ' , is located just upstream of 

the absorber. The second one, H 3 \ is downstream of the absorber but upstream'of the 

second iron wall. The last plane, H4', is located downstream of the second iron wall. 

Because it only can impose vertical target pointing the SAIT trigger logic, is much 
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Hodoscope 

111V 

I11II 

H3V 

113II 

114 H 

active area 

Kl 
2.5 x 1.3 

2.5 x 1.3 

7.5 x 3.4 

7.5 x 3.4 

10.0 x 4.4 

position 

M 
3.3 

3.3 

12.5 

12.S 

18.3 

strip width 

[mm] 

70 

70 

150 

150 

150 

hole size 

[mm2] 

140 x 140 

140 x 140 

450 x 530 

530 x 450 

450 x 530 

Table 2 .3 : The Tl hodoscopes 

Hodoscope 

HI' 

113' 

114' 

active area 

M 
0.5 x 0.4 

0.5 x 0.4 

0.5 x 0.6 

position 

[m] 

S.6 

15.0 

20.1 

strip width 

[mm] 

14 

60 

60 

hole width 

[mm] 

170 

240 

300 

Table 2.4: The T2 hodoscopes 

simpler than that of T l . The logic is depicted in figure 2.7. In the first stage the 

signals of H3' and H4' are combined to produce a strobe if target pointing is fulfilled. 

This strobe signal loads the Programmable Logic Units (PLU) with the data from the 

Memory Lookup Units (MLU). The two PLU's then compare the 113' and H4' data 

with those of HI ' . If both PLU's fire and there is no veto signal a SAIT is generated. 

The actual logic consists of two such systems one for the upper half of the hodoscopes 

and one for the lower half. Because the SAIT lacks hodoscopes with vertical strips it 

does not have the same filtering ability as T l and hence a larger fraction of the events 

written to tape will be rejected by the offline reconstruction software. 

For the 1989 run the two outer strips of H3' and the four outer strips of H4' were 

replaced by much wider (60 mm) strips. In this way the overlap of the acceptance of 

Tl and SAIT in the scattering angle 0 and therefore Q2 was enlarged. 
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DISCR. 

Vcio Signal 

From Lower Huff 

Trigger 

Figure 2.7: The logic of the small angle trigger T2. The hodoscope planes are indicated 

by II'. The programmable logic units (PLU) and the memory lookup units (MLU) are 

also given. 

The small r trigger T14 

In 1989 a new physics trigger was added to the existing T l and SAIT. The small x 

trigger, SX trigger for short, extends the acceptance of the spectrometer to even lower 

values of x while trying to keep the average Q2 as high as possible. The acceptance 

of the SX trigger is shown in figure 2.5 together with the acceptance for the two other 

triggers. 

The setup differs from that of the other triggers because it combines a condition on the 

scattered muon with a condition on the beam. For the scattered muon three hodoscopes 

were installed, each having only two blades, one above and one below the beam with a 
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Hodoscope 

SI 

S3 

S4 

active area 

[mm2] 

325 x 130 

420 x 160 

550 x 190 

position 

[m] 

S.4S 

13.98 

21.3 

hole size 

[mm2] 

100 x 30 

120 x 50 

150 x 75 

Table 2.5: The T1J, hodoscopes 

rectangular piece taken out of one corner to let the beam pass through. The hodoscopes 

were placed on the Jura-side of the beam, that is the side the muons are bent to by 

the FSM. The so-called Si , S2 and S4 scintillator counters are placed close to the SAIT 

hodoscopes. The condition on the beam was constructed using the signals from the Y3 

and the Z4 plane in BHB and it was therefore not necessary to install new hodoscopes 

in the beam. 

The logic of the trigger is shown in figure 2.S. It is a simple AND of the three signals 

described below. The scattered muon part is very simple. It requires that either all 

the top halves of the S hodoscopes are hit or all the bottom halves. The next part is 

the beam signal, it requires that precisely one of the four inner strips of BHB Z4 is hit 

and none of the outer ones. Also there should be only one strip hit in BHB Y3. These 

restrictions reduce the beam profile to a range of 16 mm in z and with exactly one 

incoming muon. This allows the S hodoscopes to be placed much closer to the beam 

and to include scattering angles 0 down to 3 mrad. The VETO signal is applied like in 

all physics triggers. 

The normalization triggers 

In the NMC setup there were two ways for measuring the muon flux. The first one, 

based on a random trigger (T10) was already implemented by EMC [24]. In the second 

one (T3,T4), introduced by NMC, incoming muons are directly counted. With the 

latter one can achieve a statistical precision of 1 % in a few hours of data taking. 

Tr igger 10 This trigger is generated from the signal produced by the decay of a 

radioactive source. The source and the detector are placed far away from the experiment 
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F i g u r e 2.8: The logic of the small x trigger TUt. The hodoscope planes are indicated 

by the letter S. 

to make sure that there is no correlation with the beam. The random signal starts 

the TDC's of the beam hodoscopes, which are then stopped by passing muons. The 

information from the veto hodoscopes is stored on tape as well such that the veto 

conditions can be applied off line during the reconstruction. The number of beam 

tracks within a time window of 10 ns is then determined. The total flux is calculated 

from the width of the window At, the decay rate of the source ƒ and the number of 

reconstructed beam tracks Ar by: 

Tr igger 3 a n d 4 The principle of these triggers is straightforward. It is based on the 

fact that the number of reconstructable beam tracks is proportional to the number of 

file:///luon
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hits in a plane of the beam hodoscopes. Trigger 3 uses the signals of the Z plane in 

B11A as an input and trigger 4 uses the signal of the V plane in BH13. The logic of the 

two triggers is identical. 

The 16 inner strips of a beam hodoscope plane are connected to scalers, and are thus 

directly counting the number of hits in these strips. The same signals are also prcscaled 

by a factor of 256 x 10' and the logical OR of the 16 prescaled signals gives the trigger. 

From the events recorded with the trigger the fraction of reconstructable beam tracks 

is determined. The normal beam reconstruction software is used to reconstruct beam 

tracks for these events and the same beam phase space cuts are applied. The total flux 

is then calculated by multiplying the scaler contents with the ratio of the number of 

reconstructed beam tracks and the number of triggers. 

2.1.6 The data acquisition system 

The NMC data acquisition system consists of three microvax III computers which are 

also running the monitoring and control software. The central machine in the data 

taking is the DX which is performing the data acquisition proper, i.e. reading the 

events from the front end electronics and writing them to magnetic tape. 

It is connected to a fastbus system containing the so called spill buffers. During the 

spill, each trigger causes the spill buffers to readout the chambers and hodoscopes over 

several read only camac branches. The data are stored in the spill buffers. After the 

spill, pieces of the events from the spill buffers are read by the DX and combined into 

events which are written to tape. 

The second computer is the EX, which receives a subset of the events from the DX. 

These events are distributed to several programs for monitoring purposes such as event 

structure, wire maps etc. During data taking histograms are built up for wiremaps, 

time spectra and multiplicities throughout the spectrometer. These histograms are 

automatically compared to reference ones and in the case of significant differences the 

shift crew is alarmed. Another important check is on the efficiency of the wire chambers 

for which a special version of the off line reconstruction program is used. 

The third computer, the I.IX. runs check tasks for the various detectors. The check 
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tasks make use of the period between the spills to test the readout system by sending 

lest pulses to the pre-amps or firing LED's which are mounted on the hodoscopes. In 

this way there is a thorough check of all channels. A separate program, called the 

scanner, monitors most of the high and low voltages, temperatures and gas flows. It 

detects such things as high voltage trips and broken power supplies. 

2.2 The chain of reconstruction programs 

The NMC reconstruction software consists of a sequence of programs which transform 

the raw data tapes as recorded by the data acquisition system into the micro data 

summary tape or //DST for short. The /«DST contains the condensed information 

necessary for the physics analysis and is yet compact enough to be read by the analysis 

programs in a relatively short time. In this section the different programs are discussed 

in some detail. 

The first program is PHOENIX, it does the track finding for beam muons, scattered 

muons and possibly one or more hadrons. The second program is GEOMETRY, it 

fits the tracks that were found in PHOENIX and combines a beam muon and scattered 

muon in a scattering vertex. The third stage is SNOMUX which processes the calorime

ter (H'2) data, collects data for the T10, T3 and T4 processors in the next stage and does 

the first data compression. The last program in the sequence is SNOMIN which pro

cesses the T10 and T3 normalisation data, applies the beam cuts and performs further 

data reduction. A few input files contain the information about positions of detectors 

(alignment file), parameters for the track finding algorithms (phoenix coefficients) and 

information about dead wires (efficiency file). The methods used to prepare these files 

is described in section 2.3. 

Figure 2.9 shows schematically what the system looks like. The Monte Carlo simulation 

program G.MUON is discussed in section 2.2.4. 
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Figure 2.9: Overviexu of the NMC reconstruction software. 

2.2.1 PHOENIX 

The reconstruction chain starts with the PHOENIX program. A basic part of PHOENIX 

is the decoding package which contains the logic to unpack the raw data into lists of hit 

wires in planes. It corrects for cable swaps, handles faulty or missing equipment and 

isolates the rest of the program from the details of the raw data format. 

A related set of routines translate the wire numbers of the hits in the wire chambers to 

coordinate values using the information from the alignment file. The routines perform 
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the clustering of hits in the proportional chambers and uses drift speed parametrisations 

1o calculate t lie coordinates of hits in the drift chambers. The other parts of PHOENIX 

need not to be "aware" of the physical structure of the chambers. 

The track finding in PHOENIX is divided in four logical steps. First the hodoscopes 

are processed, then beam muons are reconstructed. Thirdly scattered muons ave recon

structed and finally the hadrons. 

H o d o s c o p e s 

For each physics trigger which has the trigger bit set, the requirement is made that all 

hodoscopc planes for that trigger have at least one hit. If this requirement is fulfilled 

the trigger time for that trigger is calculated and stored. Later in the GEOMETRY 

program (sect. 2.2.2) a software trigger routine determines from the reconstructed tracks 

which triggers are fulfilled. 

Beam muon reconstruction 

First, the track segments are reconstructed in the BMS and the beam hodoscopes 

separately. After this the resulting track segments are combined into full beam tracks. 

If no beam muons are found the processing of the current event is terminated. 

In the BMS tracks are formed by combining hits which are close together in time. The 

time values of the hits are corrected for a time offset. A cut is made on the interplane 

time differences and a minimum of three out of four planes is required for a successful 

track segment. Using the z coordinates of the selected hits, that is the coordinates in 

the bending plane, the principal component method is used to determine the deviation 

from the central momentum (ref. [25]). By the principal component method one obtains 

a matrix which transforms the z coordinates into the corresponding muon momentum 

once the central momentum is known (calibration). A Monte Carlo simulation is used 

to calculate this transformation matrix. 

The track finding in the beam hodoscopes uses both space and time information. In 

the first step lines in the x - y and the x - z planes are constructed. Hits are required 
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in throe out of four planes. The time of the hits should not differ by more than 5 ns 

mid ihe hits should lie within a road width of 4 mm. These "two dimensional" lines are 

then combined by using the hits from the 0 planes to form full "three dimensional" 

lines, aeain the time difference of the "two dimensional" lines should also lie within a 
O 

specified time window. The same procedure is repeated with all the remaining hits, 

looking for "two dimensional" lines in the two orthogonal 0 projections and matching 

these lines with /; and ~ hits. After the beam hodoscope reconstruction, the tracks that 

are found are used to look for hits in POH and POB using a roadwidth of 5 mm. These 

hits are stored with the tracks but not used at this point. Later in GEOMETRY after 

the vertex search the beam track is refitted using all available data. 

The track segments found in the BMS and beam hodoscopes are combined using their 

time information. Because the time offsets of the beam hodoscopes are determined rel

ative to those of the BIV1S, a cut on the time difference is sufficient to reject mismatches. 

Scattered muon reconstruction 

The next stage is the reconstruction of one or more scattered muons. It is implied 

that any particle track which continues behind the absorber wall is a muon, so that 

the reconstruction starts behind the wall and then continues upstream. A standard 

reconstruction algorithm, called PTRACK, is used in most of the wire chambers with 

the exception of the chambers inside the magnet. In this algorithm hits are tagged by 

using the extrapolation of the tracks found in a previous stage. Then two dimensional 

tracks are reconstructed by looping over all combinations of hits which can fulfill the 

minimum number of required hits and checking if the hits lie within a required road-

width. The tracks in the y - x and the z - x planes are then combined by finding 0 hits 

within a given roadwidth. A minimum number of matching 0 hits is also demanded. 

The roachvidths are dependent on the resolution of the chamber. They are determined 

in a special procedure called PHOENIX tuning (see 2.3). 

W 6 7 region. Since at this point there are no tracks available for tagging, we use 

instead the hits in the hodoscopes of the trigger that fired. For trigger 1. hits in the Y 

planes are tagged by taking a line from the target through each of the hits in H3V. those 
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in the Z planes are tagged using lines through hits in 11311 and 11411. Combinations of 

these lines arc used to tag hits in 0 planes. For trigger 2. Hi". 113" and 114* are used 

to construct a line in the x - z plane. In y and 0 the width of the hodoscope strips is 

used to define the tagged region. For trigger I I . the H3~ and H4" hodoscopes are used 

like their trigger 2 counterparts. After tagging, the reconstruction for W67 was done 

by using the PTRACK algorithm described above. Special care was taken to remove 

lines that were found in the W67A or W67C modules as well as in W67B. The value of 

\ - for the line fit was used to select the most probable one. 

The information from the PÜ7 and \ \ 3 chambers is used to try and reconstruct union 

tracks that did not fulfill the W67 requirements. This is done as follows. Hits in the 

four planes of P67 arc grouped into so railed space points: points that lie on VV67 

lines are discarded. The remaining P67 points are combined with two dimensional lines 

constructed from the remaining VV67 hits. The x - y and the x - z lines which share 

a P67 point are combined into a full three dimensional track. Also, space points are 

constructed in W3A and W3B, which have four planes each, and P67-W3 lines are 

formed using these space points and any remaining P67 point. Finally, ambiguities 

between the tracks in the different categories are resolved based on the quality of the 

track fit. 

W45 region. Tracks in this region belong to one of three classes. The first class 

contains tracks reconstructed using only hits in W45, the second one contains tracks 

also reconstructed in W45 but with associated hits from P45 added, and the third 

one contains tracks reconstructed using P45 hits with possibly a few W45 hits added 

afterwards. The tracks are found as follows. 

The tracks found in W67-P67 are used to tag hits in W45 and P45. A large roadwidth 

of 0.15 m is used to take care of the multiple scattering of the muon in. the absorber. 

The tagging is used to reduce the multiplicity and hence to speedup the reconstruction; 

it is not supposed to resolve ambiguities and should not reject an}' possible track. The 

standard PTRACK is used to find tracks in W45. In the y and z coordinates four planes 

out of six are required and in 0 three planes out of four. Hits from P45 are added if 

they lie within a roadwidth of 2 mm. 

The reconstruction in P15 is done independently. First x - y lines are reconstructed. 
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requiring at least three hits in five planes. Then these x - y lines are used to convert 

the I) hits into c hits. Then x - z lines are reconstructed using the converted hits. 

Finally the x - y and x - z lines are combined into three dimensional lines, allowing a 

maximum of one x - z line per x - y line. W4-5 hits which are lying within a roadwidth 

of 2 mm are added to the P45 line. A search for common lines found in the above two 

reconstruction steps is performed. Lines are regarded as identical if they share more 

than 5 points. The one with the best \ 2 from the line fit is kept. 

W 1 2 reg ion . There ore two detectors in the W12 region. \Y 12 and POF.. Hits in these 

chambers are tagged using extrapolated W45 lines much in the same way as for the 

W45 reconstruction. The hits in W12 are also corrected for the signal propagation delay. 

The PTRACK algorithm is used to reconstruct the lines in W12 and POE separately. 

Because the overlap region of the two chambers is very small there exist two classes of 

tracks. W12 only and POE only. If a line is found in both chambers the POE line is 

dropped. 

M a g n e t r eg ion . The reconstruction of tracks in the magnet region is the most com

plicated part. The algorithm has to deal with a high multiplicity, the bending in the 

magnetic field and the fact that there are only few planes which are also in different 

types of chambers. Only a short overview is given here, for a complete description we 

refer to the PHOENIX manual (ref. [26]). 

The first step is the reconstruction of lines in the non bending plane. The x - z lines are 

found using the PTRACK algorithm, they are reconstructed separately in P123 and in 

POD. The WT2-W45 lines are used for tagging and a virtual hit is created at a point 

equal to the position of the W12-W45 line at the upstream side of W12. The track 

segment inside the magnet is required to go through this point. This allows for lower 

plane requirements in P123 and it simplifies the resolving of ambiguities later on. It is 

still possible to have more than one x - z line associated with a given VV12 - W45 line. 

The reconstruction in the bending plane uses the lines from the previous step. An arc of-

circle is defined which approximates the particle trajectory through the magnetic field. 

Using the track downstream of the magnet, which is tangent to the circle segment, and 

a point at the entrance of the magnet this arc is fully defined. The point is found by 
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constructing a line which intersects the first line in the centre of the magnet and passes 

through the centre of the target. If the x - z line was found in POD, the circle segment 

found ahovc is used to find hits in the Y and 0 planes. These hits are then used to 

construct a POÜ space point, which is in turn used to improve the approximating circle 

segment. If possible, hits from P123 are added to this track. If the x - z line was found 

in P123 the first circle approximation is used to look for hits in P123. At least one 

chamber should have both a y and 0 hit, the other two then should have at least a y or 

a 0 hit. The search for hits is started in P2 hecause the roadwidths are smallest in tin's 

chamber and then continues in P3 and P I . At each step the circle approximation is 

improved using all possible information. Finally all tracks are fitted using a simplified 

form of the track fit used in GEOMETRY. 

P V 1 2 region. All track candidates found in the magnet are used to tag hits in PV12 

and POC. Then PTRACK is used to find track segments in PV1 + PV2 or POC. The 

combined results from this and the previous step are used to sort out the ambiguities. 

The result is one magnet and PV12 track per W12-W45 line, and therefore a good 

muon candidate. At least one such track should be found otherwise the reconstruction 

for the event is terminated. 

Hadron reconstruction 

The reconstruction of hadrons is very much like the reconstruction of the muons, starting 

however in W45 instead of W67 and using the hits which were not associated to muon 

tracks. In general the requirements for hadron tracks such as roadwidths and plane 

requirements are not as strict as for muons. A minor complication is the fact that 

hadrons may originate from secondary vertices and hence need not be found in all 

chambers. 

2.2.2 GEOMETRY 

The GEOMETRY program takes the reconstructed tracks from PHOENIX as input and 

finds the scattering vertex. The following steps are necessary to reach this goal: First 
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the beam tracks are processed, then the muon and hadron tracks are fitted, followed 

by the union identification, after which a software clieck of the triggers is performed 

and finally the vertex fit is done. As a result, the Data Summary Tape (DST) is 

written which contains all available information but only for events which could he 

fully reconstructed. 

B e a m p roces so r 

The beam tracks found in PHOKNTX are re-fitted using the hits in the beam hodoscopes 

and Poll. The POB hits are not used at this stage because it is not known whether the 

vertex is in the upstream target or in the downstream target. If necessary a minor 

alignment correction is applied. Beam tracks which lie outside a large time window 

around the trigger time are discarded. 

The remaining beam tracks, if more than one, are now- pairwise compared. If for two 

beam tracks the difference in time is less then 2 ns both are rejected because it is like!}' 

to l)e a muon with a 6 electron. If the space separation of two tracks is less then 4 mm 

and the time difference is less then 10 ns the two muons are also rejected because the 

vertex fit. procedure can not. distinguish between them. 

Track fits 

The track parameters like the momentum and a parametrisation of its space coordinates 

arc determined by fitting a track model to the data. In the track model particle tracks 

are assumed to follow straight lines in the regions outside the magnet and are described 

by qtiintic splines inside the field volume of the magnet. The spline function consists of 

different polynomials in different regions of its domain. In the so called knots which are 

the borders between the different polynomials the spline function is continuous in the 

first a ~ 1 derivatives, with n being the order of the spline. For particles in a magnetic 

field 5th order splines are appropriate as is derived in [25] and [27]. 

The data to be used in the overall track fit. are the results of separate least, squares fits 

in each detector. For PI , P2 and P3 a space point is fitted in each of the chambers. In 

all other chambers a line fit is done giving both a IJ and .r coordinate and the slopes 
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\}' and z'. The quality of the fit is improved by removing points which are more than 

three standard deviations away followed by a refit of the remaining data points. 

Finally a least squares fit is done using the detector points and vectors. This fit is 

iterated using the result of the previous fit to improve the coefficients of the splines. 

Extensive studies have been performed to check that the resulting momentum is not 

biased. Only the detectors upstream of the absorber are included in this fit. In the 

next section the matching of track segments across the absorber is discussed. 

Muon identification 

A muon track can be identified as such by linking W45 tracks to W67 ti-acks. For 

this purpose, the 'muon' tracks upstream of the calorimeter are sorted by energy and 

starting with the most energetic one each of them is propagated through the calorimeter 

112 and the absorber. The energy loss is calculated and the error matrix of the track is 

also corrected for multiple scattering. There is a remnant field inside the absorber which 

is taken into account. The track parameters at the downstream side of the absorber 

are then compared to each W67 track segment by calculating a \ 2 for the difference in 

y, z, y' and z'. A \ 2 cut is applied to reject obvious mismatches and the best match 

from the remaining W67 tracks is selected. The tracks that were linked can safely be 

assumed to be due to muons. 

Software trigger check 

It is possible that the combination of hits in the hodoscope elements that caused the 

trigger to fire was actually caused by a random coincidence of more than one particle. 

Such random coincidences are suppressed by determining for each muon the hodoscope 

elements it passed through and by checking if these elements satisfy the trigger condi

tions. It is also possible that a muon actually satisfies the trigger condition while the 

hardware trigger was not set. The software trigger processor determines for each muon 

track which of triggers T l , T2. T14 is fulfilled. 
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Vertex processor 

The main goal of the vertex processor is to determine the coordinates of the scattering 

vertex of a beam union and a scattered muon satisfying the trigger. The algorithm for 

finding the vertex is as follows. 

1. Propagate the scattered union to the ,r position where the beam muon is given. 

The energy loss and multiple scat tering in the different materials in the targets is 

taken into account and the error matrix is updated. 

2. Calculate the point of closest approach between the two tracks; the value of \ 2 

is calculated based on the spatial separation and the time difference between the 

tracks. 

3. Propagate both tracks to the coordinate found in the previous step, again taking 

into account the materials. 

'1. Repeat the last two steps until the vertex position does not change significantly 

anymore. 

5. Refit the beam track using the POB hits if the vertex lies in the downstream 

target. 

6. Repeat steps 2 and 3 once more to obtain the best possible result. 

This procedure is repeated for the different beam tracks. The most likely vertex is then 

selected based on the calculated \ 2 value, this vertex is called a type 1 vertex. It is 

this type of vertices that is needed for the analysis of structure functions and structure 

function ratios. 

Geometry output 

At this stage all fully reconstructed events are written to tape. Therefore events which 

did not pass the trigger requirements or for which the scattering vertex could not be 

determined will not be processed any further. The full information, the raw data., 

the track information determined in PHOENIX and the track and vertex information 

determined in GEOMETRY, is retained for each event. 
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2.2.3 SNOMUX and SNOMIN 

The last two programs in the reconstruction chain are SNOMUX and SNOMIN. In 

SNOMUX a few tasks are performed that require access to the raw data, which will not 

be passed on any further. Both programs process the trigger 3 and 4 and the trigger 

10 information, used to determine the luminosity. The output of SNOMIN is called the 

//-DST, it contains for each of the events the minimum amount of data necessary for 

the structure function analysis, thereby reducing the data volume as much as possible. 

The H2 calorimeter 

The scintillator strips in the calorimeter are readout with photomultipliers. The output 

from the photomultipliers is corrected for offsets and the attenuation of the light in the 

scintilators. For this purpose track information is used. The energy deposited in the 

electromagnetic and the hadronic part is then determined. As for the structure function 

analysis presented in this thesis the calorimeter information is not needed, we do not 

discuss H2 in more detail. 

Trigger 3 a n d 4 p roces s ing 

First, the numbers of trigger 3 (T3) and trigger 4 (T4) events in each spill are extracted. 

The proper operation of T3 and T4 in each burst is checked and bad bursts are rejected. 

Secondly the fraction of beam tracks that could be reconstructed for T3 and T4 is used 

in conjunction with the T3 and T4 scaler counts to calculate the incident muon fluxes 

which are written to /«DST. 

Trigger 10 process ing 

Trigger 10 (TlO) is a random trigger which samples the incident muon beam. It is used 

to determine the number of reconstructable beam tracks within a small time window. 

The veto information can therefore not be applied on line because it is only valid at the 

time of the trigger and not in the full window. For TlO therefore, the veto hodoscopes 
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arc readout using TDC's and this information is used to apply the veto condition in 

the first pass. The flux weights can then be calculated and in the second pass they are 

written to the //.DST together with the events. 

Data reduction 

A large reduction in the amount of data associated with an event is made when the 

events arc written to //DST. Just the information about the incident and scattered 

union is kept as well as that on the scattering vertex. Also the hit information for the 

scattered muon track is retained to be used at a later stage in the analysis to determine 

the detector efficiency. All this information is packed in as few computer words as 

possible. The resulting dataset is used as input for the next step in the analysis. Due 

to the small data volume, it can be stored on a computer disk and therefore be processed 

in a short amount of time. 

2.2.4 GMUON 

The GMUON program is used to perform a Monte Carlo simulation of the experiment. 

It is based on the GEANT package [2S] which was developed at CERN. At the start of 

the program the GEANT package is initialized, i.e. information about all the detectors 

in the spectrometer, e.g. their position and dimensions and the materials they are 

constructed of is given to the package. 

The first stage of the simulation of a DIS event starts by reading a reconstructed 

incident muon track. Real muon tracks are used to get a proper description of the beam 

phase space. The JETSET61[29] event generator is used to simulate the deep inelastic 

scattering event. The scattered muon parameters are then passed to the GEANT 

package, which propagates it through the spectrometer, taking into account multiple 

scattering, energy loss and bremsstrahlung. 

In the second stage, known as the digitisation, the trajectory of the muon is translated 

into hits in the detector planes. Parametrisations of the efficiency are used to properly 

simulate the detection chance in each plane. These generated hits are written in a. format 

resembling that of the raw data. The simulated data are then passed through the same 
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reconstruction chain as the real data, resulting in a so called Monte Carlo //-DST. 

Together with the simulated raw data extra information is stored, like the scattering 

angle 0 and the momentum of the scattered muon. and the trajectory determined in 

the first stage. This information is passed through the reconstruction chain along with 

the simulated hits, allowing for a comparison between the "true' and the reconstructed 

parameters. 

The Monte Carlo simulation plays a key role in the determination of the structure 

function F£ and /"]'• In the determination of the structure function ratios F"/ F£ it is 

only used to determine certain corrections (see sect. 3.2). A more extensive description 

of the GMUON program can be found in ref [30]. 

2.3 Alignment, Calibration and Efficiency 

In this section we discuss some of the procedures and techniques that were used to 

produce the input files for the reconstruction chain. These are essentially the alignment 

and calibration file, the efficiency file and the so called PHOENIX card file. The align

ment file, which includes the calibration, contains the full geometrical description of 

the spectrometer with a list of the detectors and for each the number of planes. It also 

provides for each plane the number of wires, the orientation, the wire spacing and the 

position of the plane. The planes are assumed to be perpendicular to the x axis. The 

x positions of the planes are determined by optical surveying. The y and z position 

information is obtained with the alignment procedure described below. For the drift 

chainbcrs the file contains a parametrisation of the relation between the position in 

the drift cell and the drift time. This is determined through a drift time calibration 

procedure which is described below. The alignment file also includes time offsets for 

the hodoscopes. 

The efficiency file provides a map of the detection efficiency of each of the wire chambers 

and hodoscopes in the spectrometer. Depending on the cause of the inefficiencies, 

radial or y, r, 6 coordinates are used for the mapping. The file is used by the Monte 

Carlo program GMUON to simulate the chance of detecting particles. It is also used 

in PHOENIX to switch off parts of the spectrometer by declaring wires or planes to 

be "dead". This allows, for example, an oscillating wire in a chamber to be ignored 
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throughout the reconstruction. In the same way a plane that was not operational during 

a part of a measurement period, can be taken out completely. 

The PHOENIX card file contains parameters chosen for the reconstruction in each of 

the detectors, such as the tagging roadwidths, the PTRACK roadwidths and the plane 

requirements. A plane requirement determines how many hits a track in. a detector 

should have in each of the projections (Y,Z and 0 ) in order to be recognized as such. 

The parameters are given separately for the reconstruction of muons and for that of 

hadrons. 

2.3.1 Alignment and calibration 

In the alignment procedure one determines the lateral y, z or 6 positions of each plane 

relative to the other planes in the spectrometer. Special triggers are used to take 

data for the alignment. These triggers select halo muons at different distances from 

the beam, thereby ensuring that the whole spectrometer is illuminated. The FSM is 

switched off during these runs to have straight tracks. The detectors are aligned one 

by one, starting with W67 and proceeding upstream. It is an iterative procedure and 

it needs a reasonable approximation of the wire positions to start with. This can either 

be the alignment file of a previous period or the positions of the chambers, and hence 

their wires, as they were determined by the surveyors. Since each plane measures the 

position of a passing particle track in one coordinate (y, z or 0) and because the plane 

is assumed to be parallel to the y - z plane, we need only one number to specify its 

position. For this one has chosen the position of the first wire. 

The alignment procedure for each detector consists of the following steps. First the 

scattered muon is reconstructed. In the reconstruction an enlarged roadwidth is used to 

be able to reconstruct the tracks even if the planes have small mis-alignments. Although 

the reconstructed track will not be identical to the real track, with eight or more planes 

in a detector, it will be a reasonable estimate. The reconstructed track is then used to 

calculate the deviation from the track (residual) of each hit associated with that track. 

A few thousand tracks are reconstructed in this way and the residuals are accumulated 

for each plane. The central value of the distribution of residuals is a good approximation 

for the mis-alignment of that plane. The procedure is then repeated with corrected first-
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wire positions in the alignment. A few iterations result in a stable configuration with 

an accuracy for the plane alignment of better than 0.1 mm. 

This procedure is used to align the planes in each detector and to align the detectors 

relative to each other. It is however possible that all the detectors together are rotated 

or shifted with respect to the real coordinate system in which the passive elements 

(targets, magnet, .etc.) are located by optical surveying. To correct this, the positions 

in y and z of two chambers are determined very precisely by the surveyors. Also the 

position of the first wire relative to the alignment marks on the exterior of the chamber 

must be known precisely. From this information the values in the alignment file are 

corrected for the shift and the rotation. 

The calibration of the drift chambers is done after the initial alignment. A plane in 

a drift chamber consists of alternately potential wires and sense wires, typically a few 

centimeters apart. The space between two potential wires, with a sense wire in the 

middle, is called a drift cell. A particle passing the plane causes ionisation of the gas. 

Electrons that are freed in this ionisation then drift towards the sense wire in the electric 

field between the sense and the potential wire. The time of the pulse, due to the electron 

charges collected by the sense wire, is recorded by the readout system. The position of 

a track in a drift chamber can then be calculated from the sense wire's position, the 

recorded time, the drift speed and a time offset. 

Using initial assumptions for drift speed and time offset, the scattered muon is recon

structed in a way similar to that described above. Using such reconstructed tracks, 

which determine the position of the track in the chamber, and the time information 

from the raw data, the time offsets and the average drift speeds are fitted. After a few 

iterations this leads to a stable result. 

Because of the shape of the electric field in the drift cell, the drift speed is not really 

everywhere the same. To improve the accuracy with which the position of a track can 

be determined, a correction to the position is applied. This correction is parametrised 

as a polynomial in the measured drift time. To determine this polynomial, the time 

offset and average drift speed are kept fixed and the residual between the 'known' and 

the measured track position is determined as a function of the drift time. The size 

of this correction can be up to 1 mm for the W45 drift chamber which has the most 

strongly varying drift speed. After applying this correction an accuracy of 0.3 to 0.4 
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mm is reached. 

2.3.2 Efficiency determination 

The efficiency file is constructed in two stages. The first takes place before the raw 

data are reconstructed. It is then that dead and oscillating wires are identified and that 

the decision to switch off a plane is taken. From a few runs wire maps are constructed 

for each plane and the faulty wires determined. The reconstruction was performed by 

using this partial efficiency file. 

After reconstruction, the second, and most involved evaluation for the efficiency de

termination takes place. It uses the /<DST to determine precisely the detection and 

reconstruction efficiency for each plane. The resulting efficiency of a plane is usually 

given as a global parametrisation, sometimes accompanied by a specific parametrisa-

tion for a small group of wires. The parametrisations can be either as a function of the 

distance to the centre of the plane or as a function of the coordinate (perpendicular 

to the wires). Which of the two possibilities is selected depends on the cause of the 

inefficiency. Usually, high particle rates lead to a radial effect because the intensity 

rises close to the beam. Inefficiency caused by readout problems for example gives rise 

to effects in the measured coordinate. 

For drift chambers the situation is more complicated because the efficiency varies within 

the drift cell. It was found however that a reasonable description of plane efficiencies 

could be made by convoluting a radial efficiency distribution with the one depending 

on the position within a drift cell. Only if the radial effect is strong, is this method 

less successful and is the drift cell part determined separately for various parts of the 

planes. 

The efficiency of a plane is determined by using the muon tracks from the /tDST in the 

following way. The procedure is based on the assumption that the chance of detecting a 

particle in a detector plane is not correlated with that for other planes in that detector, 

which have the same orientation. If a muon track has no hit associated with it from this 

plane, it is called a 'miss'. If the track has a hit associated with it and the number of hits 

in the planes of identical orientation is at least one higher than the appropriate plane 

requirement for the detector it is called a 'hit ' . The reason for the second condition is 
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that the track should also have been reconstructed if the hit in this plane would not have 

been there, to ensure the test to be unbiased. After processing all tracks one obtains a 

distribution of hits and misses. The efficiency is then giVen bv e ƒ f = ,., |"'s. . Either 

a radial function or a function of the measured coordinate is then fitted to the resulting 

efficiency distribution. The full efficiency file contains the ensemble of radial or y,~,0 

parametrisations for all detector planes of the spectrometer. 

The efficiency file is used to run the program GMUON. The //DST resulting from this 

Monte Carlo simulation is then compared to the data. Discrepancies which are found 

may lead to (slight) corrections of the efficiency file. It was found, for example, that for 

some detectors the assumption of no correlation between planes is not fully justified. 
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Chapter 3 

The ratio F$/F§ 

This chapter deals with the extraction of the ratio of the proton and neutron structure 

functions F" and F$ from the measured data. We start from the events on the micro 

data summary tape (chapter 2) for which the kinematic variables were determined in 

the event reconstruction. From the events we first determine the 'raw' ratio of the cross 

sections for hydrogen and deuterium (section 3.1) and then correct it for several effects 

like the finite resolution of the spectrometer and the admixture of HD in the D2 target 

(section 3.2). The ratio of structure functions is derived from the ratio of cross sections. 

For that purpose we start from the general expression for the one-photon absorption 

cross section: 

(Pa^ _ 47TCV2 F2{x,Q2) 

dxdQ2 ~ Q4 ' x 
1 - v - TT^T + • (3.1) 

4 £ 2 2(l + R(x,Q2)) 

in which the structure function F2 and the ratio of the longitudinal and the transverse 

cross sections R depend on a- and Q2 and a is the fine structure constant. The kine-

matical variables are introduced in chapter 1. The ratio of cross sections for the proton 

and the deuteron at any fixed x and Q2 is then found to be 

^1Z(F^ - F2 1 + RP l + z R d tin 

ri-
rn which o\~( is a short-hand notation for the double differential cross section dxjQ2 and 

where z is given by: 
/ y2 + Q2/E2 \~l 

= 1 + •2(l-y-Q2/4E2)/ 
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If it is assumed that, the difference between /? ' and Rp is sufficiently small, the cross 

sect ion ratio is equal to the structure function ratio. In chapter 4 the difference r?1 — Rp 

as determined from the data is presented. The outcome confirms that i?1 ss Rp. 

Finally, the ratio of the neutron and the proton structure functions F^fF* is derived 

from the ratio for the deuteron and the proton F^/Ff by making the assumption that 

Fo is equal to \{F£ + F$). This means that the proton and neutron are assumed to be 

unbound in the deuteron. In chapter 4 the validity of this assumption is discussed. 

In the determination of the ratio ma Try sources of uncertainty play a role: they are 

discussed in the last section of this chapter (3.3) in which the systematic errors are 

presented. 

3.1 Extraction of the cross section ratios 

To precisely determine the ratio of cross sections for the proton and the deuteron we 

used a hydrogen and a deuterium target simultaneously placed in the muon beam, one 

upstream of the other, thus exposing them to one and the same muon flux. The spec

trometer acceptances for the two targets are different however, and therefore a second 

set of two targets in which the order of the hydrogen and deuterium is interchanged 

was used. These two target sets were frequently exchanged, typically every half hour. 

The ratio of the cross sections is then determined from the yields of the four targets. 

The yield in one target, e.g the upstream D2 target of set 1, for a certain range of x 

and Q2 is given by: 

< , U * . A Q » = 0i p ' / Aup(x,Q2)ad(x,Q2)dxdQ2, (3.3) 

in which <j>\ is the integrated flux for target set 1, pd is the number of nucleons per 

unit area of the particular target, Aup is the spectrometer acceptance for the upstream 

position and od is the total differential cross section for deuterium. Assuming that, 

in the small range over which we integrate (the bin), the second and higher order 

derivatives of the acceptance and of the cross section are negligible, the integral reduces 

to the product of the acceptance and the cross section evaluated at the average x and 
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Q2: _ _ _ 

rf\2 / _ d \ 2 

(3.5) 

Combining the yield of the four targets one then finds 

K-Ni = 0iPdA«r<Td.<j>2PdAdn<7d
 = / > \ / £ _ 

In the last step it was implicitly assumed that the ratio of the integrated beam fluxes è\ 

and Ó2 does not depend on any kinematic variable and that the spectrometer acceptance 

is not strongly time dependent. These assumptions ave discussed and verified in section 

3.3. Hence one obtains 

<Td 

= K. 
uP_dn ( 3 6 ) 

where K = ^ is the ratio of the nucleoli "densities" of the hydrogen and deuterium 

targets. 

Since in the experiment the total differential cross sections are measured, including all 

higher order electromagnetic processes, it is the ratio of such cross sections which results 

from equation 3.6. On the other hand it is the one-photon exchange cross section which 

is proportional to the structure function F2 (equation 3.1). To extract the ratio of 

one-photon exchange cross sections from the measured cross section ratio, the number 

of events A' in each target is replaced by a sum of event weights. These weights or 

radiative correction factors are equal to cr\^\o-ioi a t the x and Q2 of the events; they are 

calculated with the program TERAD which is discussed in subsection 3.2.5. 

To extract the target yields from the sample of reconstructed events and to improve the 

quality of the sample, cuts on several variables are applied. The cuts on kinematical 

variables and the reasons for applying them are summarised below. The values that are 

used for the different incident muon energies and triggers have been collected in table 

3.1. 

Kinematical cuts 

//-cut The value of the energy transfer v is determined in the lab system as the difference 

of the incoming and scattered muon energies. Therefore the relative error in u 
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variable 

//[GeV] 

.'/ 

7/[GeV] 

6[mrad\ IT 

T2 

T14 

90 GeV 

> 5 

<0.9 

> 15 

> 13 

> 3 

n / a 

120 GeV 

> 7 

<0.9 

> 2 0 

> 13.4 

> 5 

> 3 

200 GeV 

> 10 

<0.9 

>30 

> 10 

> 5 

> 3 

2S0 GeV 

> 15 

<0 .9 

> 4 0 

> 10 

> 5 

> 3 

Table 3.1: Kinematic cuts as applied for each trigger 

is largest if the incident and the scattered muon energies are almost equal in 

magnitude, that is if v is very small. A lower limit on v of some ten GeV is 

imposed to ensure good accuracy. 

//-cut The radiative correction factor is strongly dependent on the scaling variable y = 

~. For a high value of y, which correspond to a large energy transfer v. one has 

the largest correction. The correction is constrained to values between 0.9 and 

1.1 by rejecting events with a value for y larger than 0.9. 

//-cut The sample of events that have a small value for the scattered muon momentum 

p' is contaminated with muons resulting from hadronic decay instead of deep 

inelastic scattering. It has been shown by Monte Carlo simulations that this 

contamination is removed by putting a lower limit of some tens of GeV's on p'. 

0-cut The holes in the hodoscope planes lead to a minimum accepted scattering angle 

0. This minimal angle changes with the position of the scattering vertex x„, the 

largest angle corresponding to the most downstream part of the target. By cutting 

away events with a scattering angle 6 below this largest angle, this dependence 

on x.„ is removed. 

Target cu t s 

In figure 3.1 the distribution of vertices is shown as a function of the xv coordinate, that 

is along the beam axis. The two targets are clearly seen as well as the P0B wire chamber 

in between. The downstream exit window of the target container and the tail of the 
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•11 - 1 0 - 9 

Figure 3 . 1 : The. distribution of vertices along the beam axis. 

beam hodoscopes which are upstream of the targets are also visible. To delimit the 

regions from which events are allocated to a target, target cuts are applied, indicated in 

the figure with the dashed lines. It can be seen however that tails of for example POB 

extend inside the so defined target regions. For this vertex smearing effect a correction 

is needed which is discussed in section 3.2.2. 

Bin selection 

The cross section ratio and also the structure function ratio is determined in bins of a 

two dimensional grid in x and Q2. The grid contains 24 bins in ;Ï, with the lowest bin 

starting at x = 10 - 5 and the highest ending at x = 0.8. The lowest three bins, with 

•r < 10 - 3 , are only used in a separate analysis of the small a: trigger data. In Q2 there 

are 28 bins that cover the range from 0.03 to 280 GeV2. The ranges in .T and Q 2 are 

chosen such that the data from the three triggers at each of the the four incident muon 

energies are covered. The size of the bins varies more or less logarithmically with both 

x and Q2 in order to distribute the events evenly over the bins. The following three 

criteria must be fulfilled for a bin to be used in the analysis: 
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• For each of the four targets a minimum of 10 events in the bin is required to 

ensure a proper error calculation on the ratio. 

• At least 70 % of the bin area should be covered by the combined acceptance of 

the spectrometer and the reconstruction software to allow a proper evaluation of 

the cross section ratio at the bin center. 

• The average values for x and Q2 in the bin, determined for the four targets 

separately, should not differ by more than 5 %. 

3.2 Corrections 

After the yields in the targets have been derived from the subset of events as defined 

by the cuts discussed in the previous section, there are several corrections which have 

to be applied to calculate the proper cross section ratio. These corrections take care 

of the imperfect conditions which are unavoidable when performing the experiment. In 

the following these corrections and their sizes are discussed. The results are illustrated 

for the 200 GeV data. 

3.2.1 Smearing of the kinematical variables 

As a result of the finite precision of the measurement of the kinematical variables, an 

event can be associated with a bin different from the one it belongs to on the basis of 

its true kinematics. In other words some events are smeared into a bin and other events 

are smeared out of that bin. The amounts of events smeared in and out are in general 

not equal and the residual effect will be largest in regions where either the acceptance 

or the structure function ratio changes rapidly with .T, Q2 or both. 

The output of the Monte Carlo simulation (section 2.2.4) is used to determine the 

smearing correction factor to be applied to each bin. For each Monte Carlo event the 

true and reconstructed kinematic variables are known and this information is used to 

accumulate for each bin the fraction of events smeared in and out. Hence from these 

data one could directly calculate the required correction factor. Since however we need 
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the correction for the ratio of the cross sections, the accuracy of the calculation can be 

considerably improved as follows. Each Monte Carlo event is used for both upstream 

targets or both downstream targets, that is as an Il2 and as a Da event. To calculate 

the .smearing correction to the cross section ratio, the ratio of the weights associated 

with the two materials is used instead of the number of events. This means taking 

the ratio of two fully correlated event samples. As a result the error in the correction 

on the ratio of cross sections is practically independent of the size of the Monte Carlo 

sample. Another benefit of this method is that the correction depends only weakly on 

the precision of the spectrometer acceptances as used in the Monte Carlo simulation. 

It is therefore possible to determine corrections for triggers T2 and Tl-1 even though 

the Monte Carlo simulation is not as precise for these triggers as it is for T l . 
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Figu re 3.2: The correction for kinematical smearing for the three triggers. 

The sample of T l Monte Carlo events used to determine the kinematical smearing 

correction contains 1.4 million events. The cuts were the same as those applied to the 

data sample. In figure 3.2 the correction factor for the kinematical smearing is plotted 

as a function of x for the three triggers. The correction is averaged over the Q2 range 

covered by each x bin. The correction is clearly largest (0.2-0.5%) at high x where the 

structure function ratio differs strongly from 1 and where the spectrometer acceptance 

is least constant; it gradually diminishes towards smaller x. For a few x bins in trigger 
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Tl the Q2 dependence of the correction is shown in figure 3.3. At small Q2 a sizable 

correction up to 1.5 % is found. 
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F i g u r e 3 .3: The Q2 dependence of the kinematical snvnring correction for trigger 1. 

3.2.2 Smearing of the vertex position 

As a result of the uncertainty in the determination of the x„ position of the scattering 

vertex, that is the position along the beam direction, the vertex distribution of the 

events has tails extending outside the range of the target materials. Also the distribution 

of vertices clue to scattering in the wire chamber POB, which is positioned between the 

targets, has tails that extend inside the target ranges and overlaps with the tails from 

the targets. To correct for the corresponding losses and gains in the number of events 

satisfying the target, cuts the shapes of these tails were fitted to the measured vertex 

distribution. The resolution in xv is mainly dependent on the scattering angle 0 and 

the vertex distribution was therefore determined for several ranges of 0. In figure 3.4 a 

plot of the vertex distribution for trigger Tl at 200 GeV in the lowest 0 range is shown 

together with the tails resulting from the fit. The shape of the distribution is described 

adequately with \2jd.f. = 1.2. 
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Figure 3.4: Fit to the tails of the vertex distribution. 

trigger 

Tl 

T2 

T14 

10 < 9 < 15 

1.007 

5 < 9 < 7 

1.005 

3 < 9 < 6 

1.007 

correction, 

15 < 9 < 19 

1.004 

7 <9<9 

1.004 

6 < 0 < 9 

1.005 

9 in mrad 

19 < 9 < 25 

1.004 

9 <9 < 11 

1.004 

9 < 9 < 25 

1.002 

25 < 9 

1.002 

11 < 0 < 2 5 

1.004 

Table 3.2: Vertex smearing correction factors for 200 GeV 

From these fits the correction to the ratio of cross sections was calculated. In table 

3.2 the corrections, determined for the three triggers at 200 GeV, are given. The cross 

section ratio in each bin is corrected for vertex smearing by multiplying the ratio with 

the correction factor evaluated at the average scattering angle 9 corresponding to that 

bin. For that purpose, the correction factor is determined from the values in the table 

by interpolation in 0. In figure 3.5 the resulting correction factor is shown for the three 

triggers. 
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F i g u r e 3.5: The vertex smearing correction as a function of x for trigger 1, trigger 2 

and trigger Uf 

3.2.3 Calibration of the momentum determination 

The precision with which the momentum of the incoming muon and that of the scattered 

muon are known determines to a large extent the uncertainty in the cross section, 

especially in the region of large x. This sensitivity is discussed in detail in section 

3.3 in which the systematic errors are presented. The magnets of the BMS, by which 

the incoming muon momentum is determined, and FSM by which the scattered muon 

momentum is measured are calibrated independently; this is discussed below. 

B M S calibration 

A separate beam calibration spectrometer (BCS) was situated downstream of the main 

spectrometer. It consisted of a magnet with a highly homogeneous and precisely mea

sured field, two wire chambers with a size of 10 cm by 10 cm with 1 mm wire spacing 

in the y and the z coordinates, positioned just in front of the magnet, and a similar set 

immediately behind it. Two more wire chambers further downstream measured once 
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more the y coordinate over a 35 m lever arm. 

Dining separate runs for each of the incident union energies data were collected at low 

beam intensity both from the BMS and the BCS, using several settings of the BCS 

magnet current. Due to the low beam intensity the reconstruction of tracks in the BCS 

and the matching of tracks in the BMS and the BCS was simple. Various methods 

were applied to determine the momentum in the BCS from the reconstructed tracks. 

The first was based on a parametrisation, determined by a Monte Carlo simulation, 

of the momentum as a function of the track coordinates. The second was an iterative 

integration method, using a trial momentum to track each union through the BCS. 

This trial momentum was updated until the reconstructed track matched the outgoing 

one. In the third method the track inside the magnet was approximated by a circle 

segment to determine the field integral. The three independent methods gave consistent 

resu!ts[21]. 

The 19S6/19S7 results for the various settings of the BCS were merged for each energy 

thus yielding a correction which was applied afterwards to the incident niuon momentum 

determined with the BMS. For the 19S9 data this correction was used to improve the 

BMS calibration from which the momentum of the incident muons was determined. It 

was checked that during the 19S9 data taking this calibration had not changed and 

therefore no further correction to the incident mtion momentum was necessary. 

F S M calibration 

The magnetic field of the FSM was calibrated by using the well known masses of the 

K° and the J/V' mesons. For the K° case the two decay pions were reconstructed 

and the invariant mass of the pair was determined; in figure 3.6 the distribution of the 

invariant masses is shown. The value of the centre of the distribution of invariant masses 

determined in this way should be equal to the mass of the K° and a shift can directly 

be converted into a correction to the field. The determination of the central value is 

made difficult by a large background. Sources of this background are for example two 

unrelated pious being wrongly assigned to a decay vertex and the misidentification of 

a particle. To determine the centre of the peak, a gaussian together with a flexible 

parametrisation for the background were fitted to the data. 
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Figure 3.6: The invariant mass peaks used in FSM calibration. 

incident energy 

120 GeV 
200 GeV 

280 GeV 

FSM correction 

1.000 ± 0.002 

0.99S ± 0.003 
0.998 ± 0.002 

0.999 ± 0.004 

0.999 ± 0.002 

K° 
K° 

J/V' 
K° 

J/V' 

Table 3.3: FSM correction factors 

In much the same way the two reconstructed muons which result from a J/ift decay were 

used to determine the J/t/> mass and hence a scaling factor for the field. The background 

for J/V> mesons is much smaller than for K° but the number of reconstructed decays 

is also much smaller. This difference is clearly visible in figure 3.6. Because the J/</' 

production cross section is strongly dependent on the incident energy it is impossible 

to use the J/?/' method at 90 and 120 GeV. At higher energies it is a. good cross check 

for the K° method. Corrections to the muon momentum that were determined for each 

of the incident muon energies and that were applied in the analysis are summarized in 

table 3.3. 
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3.2.4 Target contamination 

The target material is not pure D-2 but contains an admixture of HD. The fraction of 

110 molecules has been measured to be M = 0.031 ±0.002. The cross section ratio was 

derived assuming a pure t arget so that the following two corrections are needed to take 

the HD admixture into account. Firstly because the molar volumes of D2 and HD are 

different, the number of nucleons in the target was calculated wrongly and the ratio 

of target densities K needs to be corrected. Secondly the cross section determined in 

the Di target is actually a weighted avera ge of <rd and CTP. This effect can be corrected 

for by using the true cross section ratio or since the correction is small, by using the 

uncorrected cross section. 

In the case of a pure D2 target the yield is given by: 

ATJ2 = 7™» (3-7) 

where <j> is incident muon flux, / the target length, V the target volume. The number 

of nucleons in the target is given by n and a is the cross section of the nucleon. In the 

case of an HD admixture this expression becomes: 

Nmeas = - j7(»HD< rHD+"D2°"D2)- (3-S) 

The correction factor is determined by taking the ratio of Arrj and Nmeas, which can 

be written as: 
NÜ2 ' _ 1 + M ( 6 - 1 ) 

where M is the fraction of HD molecules, R is the ratio of the Flanel Fj'structure 

functions and 8 is the ratio of the molar volume of HD and D2. A linear parametrisation 

of this correction was determined: 

aA d 
— ^ = 1.0182 * — ^ - 0.0151 (3.10) 

1 1 corr l 1 nieas 

which is applied to the ratio of structure functions. The correction to the ratio of the 

deuteron and proton cross section varies between 1.1 % at small x to 0.5 % at x close 

to 1. 
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3.2.5 Radiative corrections 

In the experiment the full cross sections are measured, including all higher order elec

tromagnetic and electroweak processes. To determine the one-photon exchange cross 

section which is proportional to the structure function F-j (equation 3.1) the contri

butions from higher order processes have to be subtracted from the measured cross 

section. It is customary to define a radiative correction factor 7/ as 

(l2<Tly 

where d2am is the differential cross section containing all processes contributing to the 

measured cross section and d2(j]~. is the differential one-photon exchange cross section. 

This radiative correction factor 7/ contains all information that is necessary to derive 

the one-photon exchange cross section from the measured cross section. It is calcu

lated following the method of Ahkundov, Bardin and Shumeiko using the TERAD [31] 

program. Because the calculation of the radiative correction factors is clearly work for 

experts the program was mostly treated as a black box. In the following therefore only 

the necessary inputs to the program and a short summary of the included processes is 

given. 

Vacuum polarisation correction In this process the exchanged photon transforms 

temporarily into a lepton anti-lepton pair or a quark anti-quark pair. The kinematics of 

the event are not changed when such processes are included but the value of the cross 

section does change. 

Leptonic current correction In this case the lepton emits one or more real photons. 

As a result the measured kinematics differ from the "real" kinematics. It is important 

to include elastic scattering from the nucleon which has a radiative tail in to the deep 

inelastic scattering region. To calculate these corrections the electromagnetic form 

factors of the nucleons are needed as input as well as the nucleoli suppression factor. 

The leptonic current correction also includes the vertex correction. In this process a 

virtual photon is emitted before and absorbed after the scattering. 
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Hadronic current correction The quarks are considered to be free particles, from 

which the ieptons scatter. Therefore the emission of real photons and vertex corrections 

are taken into account in an analogous way as for the lepton vertex. 

Electro-weak correction The Q2 of the exchanged virtual photon is small compared 

to the squared mass of the Z° and therefore the electro-weak processes can also be 

treated as a correction. The dominant effect results from the 7Z0 interference. 

10 3 10 2 101 1 
x 

Figure 3.7: The integration region for the R.C calculation, the shaded area extends to 

Q2 = 0. 

In the calculation of the radiative corrections an integration is performed over part 

of the kinematic plane. In figure 3.7 a measured point in the x, Q2 plane is shown 

together with the corresponding integration region which is hatched and extends to 

Q2 = 0. The structure function Fo and the ratio R = ^- have to be known to be able 

to evaluate this integral. Therefore, the structure function we are trying to extract is 

needed as an input to determine it, and even worse it has to be known also in a kinematic 

region outside the measured range. To solve this problem, the structure functions were 

parametrised, starting with the values determined from previous measurements, and an 

iterative procedure was used to determine a consistent value for F<i and the radiative 

corrections. This procedure converged in a few iterations. 
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F i g u r e 3.8: The contributions to the radiative corrections 

In figure 3.8 the different contributions to the radiative corrections are plotted together 

for two .T bins. The leptonic current has been split in two contributions for the pro

ton: the "coherent tail" which contains the elastic part and the "inelastic tail" which 

corresponds to the break-up of the nucleon and three contributions for the deuteron: 

the "coherent tail" containing the elastic scattering of the nucleus, the "quasi elastic 

tail" containing the elastic scattering of a nucleon and also an "inelastic tail". In table 

3.4 a summary is given of some important quantities used in the radiative correction 

calculations. 
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parameter 

F$ 

R(.r.Q2) 

proton form factor 

deuteron form factor 

suppression factor 

model 

Donnachie and Landshoff 

SLAC 

Gari and Krümpehnann 

Locher and Svarc 

Bernabeu 

rcf. 

[32] 

[33] 

[34] 

[35] 

[36] 

T a b l e 3.4: Input parameters for the calculation of the radiative corrections 

3.3 Systematic uncertainties 

In this section the various systematic uncertainties that play a role in the determination 

of the structm-e function ratio are presented. Also some results of checks on the stability 

of the spectrometer are shown. These checks were performed for all data sets but only 

for the 200 GeV data the results are given. 

3.3.1 Flux ratios 

In section 3.1 we discussed that the yields from the four targets were combined in such 

a way that the spatial variations of spectrometer acceptance and the time dependent 

fluctuations in the beam flux cancel in determining the structure function ratio. Another 

combination of the four yields, such that the structure functions and the variations in 

the spectrometer acceptances cancel, determines the ratio of the incident muon fluxes 

seen by the two target sets, as follows: 

(j)2 
(3.12) 

This flux ratio must have a constant value which should be uncorrelated with any 

physical or spatial variable. If however the flux ratio, as a function of any such variable, 

would turn out to vary, the earlier assumption that the acceptance variations cancel 

would be wrong and so would be the F2 ratio. In figure 3.9 the flux ratio is shown as 

a function of 0 for the 200 GeV data. Within statistical fluctuations the flux ratio is 

independent of 9 down to the 0-cut of 13 mrad used in the analysis. 
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Figure 3.9: .F/u.r ra/?'o as a function of 0 and y for 200 Ge V data. 

As a second example figure 3.9 contains the flux ratio as a function of y. The cut. at 

U = 0.9 removes events with a large radiative correction. The plot shows again that the 

flux ratio is constant, within statistical fluctuations. The flux ratio was determined for 

each of the kinematical variables and no variation with any of them was found. 

3.3.2 Ratios from subsamples 

Because the reconstruction efficiencies differ in different detector regions, the values for 

the ratio F£/F$ might depend on the regions included in the analysis. The influence 
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on the ratios of using different parts of the spectrometer was therefore checked. 

As the first test only those events were used that had been reconstructed with the P15 

proportional wire chamber and not. as usual, from combining the hit information from 

both PI5 and W45 that are at roughly the same position (see chapter 2). The tost, 

was inspired by the fact that the efficiency of the large drift chamber W45 is known to 

he affected by the high particle background. It was found that the structure function 

ratios are indistinguishable from the ratios determined in the standard wav. 
* o l 

In the second test certain parts of the targets were selected. Though the target cells 

arc 3 m long, in this test the events from the inner 2 m were used to determine the 

structure function ratio. It was assumed that the influence of the smearing of the vertex 

position would be minor in this case because the events are far away from the edges 

of the targets. The ratio was determined this way for each period and trigger and 

compared with the standard ratios. A deviation was found between the average of the 

'2 m "-ratios and the standard ones which is on the order of 0.5 %, the same order of 

magnitude as the original vertex correction. The effect is at the limit of the statistical 

accuracy of the data and so far no clear problem could be identified to explain it. The 

effect is therefore included in the systematic uncertainties. 

3.3.3 Uncertainty in the momentum determination 

The extracted structure function ratio is very sensitive to the precision with which the 

incident and scattered muon momentum can be measured. The momentum calibrations 

lead to an estimated uncertainty of 0.2 % in both the incident and scattered muon 

momentum. This is translated into an error in the structure function ratio as follows. 

For a known calibration the yield from a target would be: 

^ | ! ^ « t - w , , , 1 3 ) 

where A' contains kinematic terms. Assuming a shift in the measurement of one of the 

momenta this expression changes to: 

* = g / ' {\,;Q ' * » A . . « A Q * » , (3.14) 
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where all quantities with upper index M arc the ones affected by the mismeasurement. 

By combining eqs. 3.1-1 and 3.13 and after multiplication with Fz{xy' .Q2' ), the true 

/*2 value in the measured bin. and division by /<V (:'' ,Q2' ), the measured Fj value 

in the measured bin. one finds: 

F2(x'",QlA') F2(x'"\Q2A') x l^'Ax^AQ2^ 

/V"(.T'",Q2iW) F2(x,Q2) x" A' AxAQ2 (3.15) 

To extract the effect on the structure function ratios we must take eq. 3.15 applied to 

the proton and to the dcutcrou. The kincmatical terms drop out as docs the .Jacobian. 

The correction on the ratio F$l F% thus becomes: 

F?(*AI, Q2*')/F?(xA', Q2") Fa»(.TA/, Q2A')/F?(x*',Q2A') 
Ff'(x*>,Q2A[)/Ftl(x*i,Q2Ar) F?(x,Q2)/F?(x,Q2) 

(3.16) 

In order to obtain an estimate of the resulting uncertainty a parametrisation of the 

structure function ratio was used in combination with eq. 3.16 to determine the effect 

of a 0.2 percent calibration shift in either the incoming or outgoing union momentum. 

In figure 3.10 the relative error in the ratio of the structure functions is plotted as 

function of Q2 for several values of x. 
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Figure 3.10: The relative error resulting from, a 0.2 percent momentum shift in either 

the incoming or outgoing muon momentum. 
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3.3.4 Systematic uncertainties in the radiative corrections 

The calculation of the radiative correction factor has many inputs. Some of these inputs 

are parametrisations of measured distributions, e.g. the form factor of the deuteron, 

other inputs need theoretical models, e.g the "suppression factor". To determine the 

systematic uncertainty on the radiative correction the following procedure was used. 

The correction was recalculated, by replacing each input parametrisation by its value 

plus or minus its uncertainty. In the case a model was used used for a parameter, 

the uncertainty was estimated by the comparison with another model input. All com

binations of shifted inputs were used to calculate the radiative collection and the a 

maximum deviation from the original correction was determined. This maximum shift 

is taken to be the systematic error on the radiative corrections. In the following each 

of the inputs and the associated uncertainties are discussed. 

The F2"'/'F2 parametrisat ion 

To calculate the radiative correction, the value of the ratio F2/F2 must be integrated 

over part of the (x,Q2) plane (see figure 3.7). To be able to do this, a functional form 

was fitted to the data. A description using seven parameters was found to describe the 

.r dependence well down to the smallest measured value in a\ The x2/d.f. for the fit 

was 0.95, with 21 data points. It was assumed that there is no Q2 dependence. 

The structure function F2 

In order to calculate the radiative corrections, one must know both F2 and F2. Since 
FA 

the ratio F2/F2 (= 2 - ^ — 1) is to be extracted we used F2 from an external source, and 

obtained F2 from the presently measured ratio. In the region of intermediate to large 

x [x > 0.01) the value of F2 is well determined by previous experiments ([37],[38]), but 

for the region of x < 0.01 a reasonable estimate has to be made. This was done in three 

ways. One was a phenomenological fit to all available data, including the resonance 

region. The other two were based on models in the limit to small .r in combination 

with the phenomenological description for x > 0.01. The first is due to Donnachie and 

Landshoff ([32], [39]) and is based on the assumption that the low x behavior of the 
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total cross section can be described by using the Regge formalism. The second model, 

by Badelek and Kwiecinski ([-10]). is based on generalized vectormeson dominance. In 

all rases the phenomenological fit had a 5 % error assigned to it. 

T h e r a t i o /? = ^ 

The so-called SLAC parametrisation[33] of R was used in this calculation. In the region 

of Q2 < 0.35 GeV2 the value of R was taken to be constant. The uncertainty quoted 

in [33] together with a 100 % uncertainty in R, for Q2 < 0.35 GeV2 was used in the 

determination of the total systematic error. 

Supp re s s ion factor 

Two models are available to describe the "suppression" of the cross section of the 

nucleons in deuterium. The model by Bernabeu[36] is used in the standard calculation 

and the difference with the result of Arenhovel[41] is taken as the systematic error. 

The total systematic error due to the radiative correction on the ratio Fj1/F$ is shown 

in figure 3.11. Shown is the relative uncertainty with respect to the structure function 

ratio in percents as a function of x. It can be seen that the error is only important at 

small values for x. 

3.4 The ratio Fg/F$ 

The New Muon Collaboration measured deep inelastic scattering of muons from hydro

gen and deuterium targets in the years 19S6, 19S7 and 19S9. The data from 19S6/19S7 

were taken at incident muon energies of 90 and 280 GeVand these data have been.fully 

analysed and published. In 19S9 three incident muon energies were used, 280, 200 

and 120 GeV. The analysis of the 1989 data is well underway and the results for the 

structure function ratios are presented in this section. 

As described in the preceding sections, the events written to tape during the data taking 

had their kinematics determined by the reconstruction software. Kinematical cuts were 
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F i g u r e 3 .11 : The systematic error on the ratio F^/F^ due to radiative corrections: 

applied to these events and they were assigned to one of the targets. From the number 

of events in the four targets the structure function ratio was calculated in a way such 

that the differences in the spectrometer acceptance and the variations in the union flux 

cancelled. Several corrections were applied to the structure function ratio. 

The 19S9 dataset was divided into manageable parts corresponding to the 'SPS periods' 

during which the data were recorded. Each SPS period lasted two or three weeks, during 

which some 250 to 400 tapes were produced. The data of each period were passed 

through the analysis chain separately, starting with the alignment and calibration, 

followed by the reconstruction and systematic error estimates described above. This 

was necessary because hardware repairs and modifications were carried out between 

some periods. As each trigger covers a certain region in the kinematic plane and also 

because for each trigger the events are located in specific regions of the spectrometer, 

the data sets were subdivided into separate ones per trigger. In table 3.5 the number 

of events available is summarized for the various energies and triggers. 

During the data taking in the three consecutive periods of 280 GeV, the spectrometer 

was very stable. The beam parameters like position and energy did not change and no 

repairs of the hodoscopes or wire chambers were necessary. Therefore the data from 
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120 GeV P313S9 

200 GeV P2ES9 

P3CS9 

2S0 GeV P2CS9 

P2ÜS9 

P3AS9 

trigger I 

1500 k 

640 k 

410 k 

300 k 

240 k 

270 k 

trigger 2 

900 k "" 

370 k 

490 k 

730 k 

530 k 

630 k 

trigger 14 

~ 680 k 

330 k 

390 k 

400 k 

410 k 

Table 3.5: Number of events available for Ihe various energies and triggers before 

applying c uls 

the three periods were merged into one '280 GeV' dataset. In figure 3.12 the structure 

function ratio is presented as a function of x for each of the triggers separately. Each 

of (he points in these plots is the average value of the structure function ratio over the 

accepted range in Q2 for that .T bin. At x = 0.66, the largest x point for the trigger 1 

data set, the average Q2 is 40 GeV2, whereas at x= 0.005, the lowest bin, the average 

Q2 is 2 GeV2. The trigger 2 data set extends down to x = 0.0016 at an average Q2 of 

0.64 GeV2, while trigger 14 reaches x = 0.001, at an average Q2 of 0.35 GeV2,,. 

In figure 3.13 the structure functions ratios are shown that were determined from the 

periods P2E89 and P3CS9 which had an incident muon energy of 200 GeV. There 

were several weeks in between these periods during which measurements were done 

at different energies. Luckily hardly any hardware repairs were necessary and the 

experimental setup was therefore almost identical for the two 200 GeV periods. The 

only difference was the removal of some lead close to the beam, shielding the final 

trigger 2 hodoscope plane. 

For these periods, the ratios from the trigger 1 data were combined as well as those 

from trigger 14. Trigger 1 covers the x range from 0.003 (Q2 = 1 GeV2) to 0.7 

{Q2 = 39 GeV2), while trigger 14 covers the x range from 0.0009 (Q2 = 0.35 GeV2) 

to 0.44 (Q2 = 15 GeV2) The trigger 2 data set of P2ES9 was excluded from the analysis 

because of a problem discovered when using only the inner two metres of the target 

(section 3.3.2). The problem is not visible in the other triggers and could so far not be 

located in a specific part of the spectrometer. Hopefully further investigations will be 

able to pinpoint the cause. The trigger 2 dataset of P3GS9 needed a stronger constraint 
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on ƒ/ (// < 0.68) to obtain a constant flux ratio. This cut excludes events with a high 

number of background tracks and a small scattering angle of the muon. 

In figure 3.14 the structure functions ratios are shown for the period P3BS9 which had 

a muon energy of 120 GeV. Even though these data are coming from only one period, 

the number of events is quite high as can be seen from the small errors especially 

on the trigger 1 data set. The trigger 1 sample covers the range from x = 0.004 

(Q2 = 0.7 GeV2) up to x = 0.7 (Q2 = 16 GeV2), for trigger 2 x ranges from x = 0.0009 

(Q2 = 0.1G GeV2) to x = 0.33 (Q2 = 3.5 GeV2). It can be seen that the trigger 14 

data are even further constrained by the low muon energy, giving a range of a- = 0.0009 

(Q2 = 0.1 GeV"2) up to .r = 0.14 (Q2 = 3 GeV2). 

Finally in figure 3.15 the merged data set for 19S9 is shown together with the merged 

1986/ 19S7 data set. The 19S9 data (open circles) consist of the above presented data 

sets while the 1986/1987 data set (solid squares) consists of the reanalysed data pub

lished in [42]. It can be seen there is a rather good agreement between the two data 

sets. The 19S9 data set adds two more x bins because of the kinematic range of trigger 

14 that was built for the 1989 data taking. 

3.5 T h e Q2 dependence of t h e ra t io F2
n/F2

p 

So far we considered only values of the structure function ratio averaged over Q2, that 

means that the average Q2 is different for each .T bin. We will now make use of the 

large statistics that are available to determine the Q2 dependence of the ratio. In the 

following chapter this Q2 dependence is used to evaluate the structure function ratio at 

a certain fixed value of Q2. 

In figs. 3.16 and 3.17 the F.^/F^ ratio as determined from the full NMC data set, i.e. 

1986, 1987 and 1989, is plotted as a function of Q2 for each x bin. The value at each 

Q2 point is the geometric average of the values that are available in the different data 

sets for that bin. Before taking the average the values were interpolated to the center 

of the bin. The error bars represent the resulting statistical uncertainty. The error is 

small over the whole range covered in each x. bin because each incident energy covers 

part of this range. 
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The Q2 dependence is quantified by fitting a straight line in \nQ2 which is determined 

by two parameters a and b: 

F?/F?(*hQ*) = «(.r ;)+ />(.r,-).In(Q2). (3.17) 

The fitted straight lines are shown together with the data in figs. 3.16 and 3.17. the 

dashed curves indicate the one standard deviation limits. The data are well described 

by the fits over the whole range in .T. In figure 3.IS the fitted coefficients b (full circles) 

are compared with those that were determined previously from the 19S6/19S7 data[43] 

only(open circles). The two sets of points are not statistically independent hence they 

should nut be compared using the statistical error bars. The present result is very good 

agreement with the previous determination. 

The 19S6/19S7 data were previously used to obtain an estimate of higher twist effects, 

notably the difference of the coefficient C, a measure for the phenomenological twist 

four contribution, for the proton and the neutron; see ref. [43]. The present data show 

that the results remain practically unchanged, i.e. Cp — Cn < 0 for x > 0.05. For a 

further discussion, the reader is referred to ref. [43]. 
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Figure 3.12: The structure function ratio F£/F% at 280 GeV for the three triggers. 
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Figure 3.14: The structure function ratio Fg/F* at 120 GeV for the three triggers. 
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Figure 3.16: The ratio F£/F£ per x bin given as a function of Q2(low x bins). The 
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Figure 3.18: The Q2 slopes from the full NMC data (full circles) and those from the 

1986/1987 data only (open circles). 
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Chapter 4 

Results from the ratios 

In this chapter we make use of the measured structure function ratio F^jF^, presented 

in the previous chapter, to stud}' the effect of R - the ratio of longitudinal and transverse 

virtual photon cross sections - or rather the difference of R for the deuteron and the 

proton, on the structure function ratio Fg/F*. The difference Rd — Rp was obtained 

from the cross section ratio measured at different incident union energies. In the second 

part of this chapter, the Gottfried sum rule is discussed. The value of this sum is 

sensitive to certain aspects of the sea distribution of the up and down quarks. 

4.1 T h e de t e rmina t ion of Rd — Rp 

In the determination of the structure function ratios F^lF% from the cross section 

ratios for the deuteron and the proton, it has been assumed that R, for the proton and 

the deuteron are equal. In this section the assumption is discussed and the difference 

Rcl - Rp derived from all NMC data on the ratio F?/F£is presented. 

The double differential one-photon absorption cross section for deuterium written in 

terms of F2 and R is given by: 

< P < _ W F 2 " f Q2 y2i+Q2/Ef\ , , n 

JxclQ2 Q4x{ Ji 4 £ ? + 2(1 + ^ ] j ' [ ] 

The ratio /?'' and the structure function F$ depend on ;v and Q2, a indicates the fine 
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structure constant and E; the incident, union energy. The kinematical variables are 

introduced in chapter 1. 

Using the eq. -4.1. the ratio of the deuteron and the proton cross sections can be written 

for anv .r and Q2 as: 

cp( '' Fp 1 + tf1 l + c,•/?P, * ' 

in which crt~ is a short-hand notation for the double differential cross section j^p- The 

dependence on the incident muon energy E{ entetr only through the kinematical factor 

The value of c,- is bounded by zero and unit}' and Z{ is most sensitive to y = jr-. In 

each (a\Q2) bin the value of z; will therefore depend on the incident muon energy. This 

dependence is the key to the determination of the difference Rd — Rp. 

Instead of Rfi and Rp we define two new variables, the difference AR = Rd—Rp and the 

average R = | (Rd + RpJ. With these variables are eq. 4.2 is then rewritten, and the 

result is expanded in terms of AR: 

a Ft i , - - 1 A D I ( * - l ) a 

(7' F M t1 + / ? ) (X + S i /2) 2 (l + fl) (l + r,/?) 

From this expansion it is clear that the term with (AR) 2 is much smaller than the term 

with AR and therefore we ignore {AR)2 and higher order terms; hence we use: 

£*> = I ('+ (,+B)(iW*) • ,4-4) 

From an analysis of eq. 4.4 it becomes apparent that the cross section ratio depends 

rather weakly on the incident muon energy E{, and that it much more strongly depends 

on AR. than on R. 

The first point is illustrated by the curves in figure 4.1. It shows for x = 0.275 the 

Q2 dependence of the cross section ratio for two incident muon energies, assuming a 

linear dependence in InQ2 for the structure function ratio. The values of AR and R are 

arbitrarily chosen to be AR = 0.15, which is somewhat larger than the measured value 
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F i g u r e 4 . 1 : The effect of an arbitrarily chosen non-zero value AR = 0.15 on the cross 

section ratio o~d/ap(dotted and dashed curves). For comparison the structure function 

ratio is shown (solid line). 

to emphasize the effect, and R = 0.10, which is close to the actual value. The solid line 

corresponds to the structure function ratio that was used. The dashed curve represents 

the cross section ratio at an incident muon energy of 280 GeV and the dotted curve 

the one at 90 GeV. The difference between one of these curves and the solid line is a 

measure of AR (see eq. 4.4). The dependence on Q2 results from the y dependence of 

the coefficients r,-. 

In figure 4.2 it is illustrated that, indeed, the ratio of cross sections is much more 

sensitive to AR than to R. From eq. 4.4 and the cross section ratio at 90 and 2S0 GeV 

for a certain bin, a relation is obtained which constrains AR and R. It shows that almost 

independently of the value from R, the value of AR is fixed by the measurement. 

4.1.1 The method 

In this section the method to determine AR as precisely as possible/using the measured 

cross section ratios at different incident muon energies, is described. The value of AR, 

in each x bin is determined by a fit of eq. 4.2 to the measured cross section ratios at 

x=0.275 AR=0.15 

Fd
2/Fp

2 

2 8 0 GeV 

9 0 GeV 

_ i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ' i i 
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Figure 4.2: The correlation between AR = Rd - R? and li = \(Rd + R?) for one 

(x,Q2) bin; the dashed lines indicate the error limits. 

the four incident muon energies of the experiment. The five free parameters are: AR, 

the mean value in the .r-bin for Rd — Rp; R, the mean value of "- * in the rr-bin; 

and n1,«2,fl.3 in the parametrisation of the structure function ratio F^/F^: 

JTd 
F2 _ (.. , . l . o J | ' - ' " 3 

Ff = (a1 + a 2 l n g 2 ) ( l + ^2 (4.5) 

In this expression, the first factor represents the usual linear behaviour in InQ2 , whereas 

the second allows for non-perturbative effects at small Q2. It has been shown[43] that 

eq. 4.5 describes the Q2 dependence of the data well in all x bins. The advantage of 

this fitting procedure is that all data can be included in a uniform way, independent 

of the number of incident energies present in a specific (x,Q2) bin. Even bins which 

contain data of only one incident energy are thus used to constrain F^/F^. As a direct 

result of the insensitivity of the cross section ratio to R, the fitting procedure can not 

be used to constrain R very well. To improve the determination of R and therefore the 

quality of the fit, results on R from previous experiments ([37],[44],[45]) were used. The 

uncertainty of these data was artificially enlarged by a factor of two to make sure that 

no unwanted bias was introduced on the value of AR. 
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0.003 
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O.OOS 

0.0125 

0.0175 

0.025 

0.035 

0.050 

0.070 

0.09 

0.11 

0.14 

0.18 

0.225 

0.275 

0.35 

0.45 

0.55 

0.70 

<Q2> 

[GeY2] 

0.S1 

1.27 

1.82 

2.16 

3.14 

3.87 

4.90 

6.75 

9.23 

10.6 

12.S 

16.3 

19.5 

24.1 

25.9 

30.7 

34.0 

35.7 

37.1 

Rfl - ft» 

-0.06 

0.01 

0.05 

-0.01 

o.os 
0.07 

0.00 

0.03 

-0.03 

0.03 

0.10 

0.07 

-0.07 

-0.03 

0.16 

0.07 

0.03 

0.06 

-0.78 

stat. error 

0.06 

0.05 

0.04 

0.04 

0.05 

0.05 

0.05 

0.04 

0.06 

0.07 

0.07 

0.07 

0.08 

0.08 

0.12 

0.12 

0.21 

0.41 

0.32 

X2/<l-oJ. 

45 / 48 

66 / 62 

77 / S2 

87 /SS 

117 / 91 

106 / 98 

99 / 105 

142 / 120 

116 / 114 

107 / 107 

82 / 103 

125 / 106 

94 / 9 6 

85 / 94 

82 /S7 

117 / 79 

74 / 69 

62 / 61 

5 7 / 4 9 

Table 4 .1 : The results of the Jit of AB. 

4.1.2 The result 

The fit is performed to the data on the structure function ratio for the proton and the 

deuteron, at 90 and 280 GeV incident muon energy, measured in the years 19S6 and 

1987, and at 120, 200 and 280 GeV incident muon energy measured in the year 1989. 

In table 4.1 the results of the fit are summarised. The x value is given at the center of 

the bin, Q2 is the average of the Q2 values of the data in the x bin used in the fit. The 

quality of the fit is indicated by the total \'2 and the number of degrees of freedom. 

The values for AR are also shown in figure 4.3 and compared with the results of two 

previous experiments. The black points correspond to the NMC measurement discussed 
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a. 

„ 0.2 
01 

0 -

-C.2 -

F i g u r e 4 .3 : The AR values determined from the full NMC data set together with data 

from previous experiments. The full circles indicate the NMC values, the open squares 

the BCDMS values and the open circles the SLAC values. 

here. The open circles represent the results from a reanalysis of deep inelastic electron 

scattering data of SLAC [46], measured at an average Q2 of 5 GeV2. The open squares 

show the results from the BCDMS collaboration ([44],[37]). The difference AR is in 

this case calculated from the published values for 7?d and Rp, hence the large error bars. 

The average Q2 is 35 GeV2 for the BCDMS points. The results of the three experiments 

are in good agreement in the region where they overlap. The current NMC data extend 

the range of such measurements to values of x which are a factor of 30 smaller than 

hitherto possible. 

The data also indicate that AR is independent of x within the available precision. The 

average over the range 0.002 < x < 0.40 is 

AR = 0.024 ± 0.015 (stat.). 

The systematic error is not yet determined, but was found to be equal to 0.011 for the 

19S6/19S7 data. This result is compatible with the assumption AR, = 0 which was 
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Figure 4.4: The factor between the cross section ratio and the structure function ratio 

resulting from AR = 0.02. 

made to extract the structure function ratio F%lF$ from the measured cross section 

ratios (see chapter 3). 

To show the sensitivity to a non-zero value for AR of the ratio F^/F^, which was 

hitherto assumed to be equal to the ratio of one photon absorption cross sections, 

F2/F2 = o-d/crp, we have computed the inverse of the factor between brackets in eq. 4.4 

with AR = 0.02. The result is given in figure 4.4. Since F^/F^was calculated from 

F»/F£ = 2.Ff/F? - 1, the correction on F£/F? is twice as large. This implies that 

if AR were indeed equal to 0.02, the ratio F2
n/F2

p (see fig. 3.15) would be 0.5 - 1.0 % 

larger for ;r < 0.02. 

4.1.3 i?.d — Rp and gluon distributions 

In this section we compare the results obtained for AR with predictions of perturbative 

QCD. The ratio of the longitudinal and transverse one photon absorption cross sections 
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F i g u r e 4 .5 : The experimental results for AR = Rd — Rp. The solid line is calculated 

in perturbative QCD using the structure functions and gluon distribution as determined 

by NMC. The dashed line shoios the same calculation with a gluon distribution for the 

proton that is 10 % smaller than that of the deuteron. 

R can be expressed in terms of the structure function F2 and the gluon momentum 

distribution in the nucleon xG within the framework of perturbative QCD: 

FL(x,Q2) + (4M2x2/Q2)F2(x,Q2) 
R(*,Q2) = 

F2(x,Q2)-FL(x,Q2) 
(4.6) 

in which F L , the longitudinal structure function, is given by [S]: 

lit JX IIT 
| F 2 K Q2) + j (1 - x/w) wG{w, Q2)] . (4.7) 

From eqs. 4.6 and 4.7, R6 and Rp and therefore AR can be computed. As input to 

the calculations we have taken the structure functions F$ and F%, determined accu

rately down to very small x by NMC [38]. For the gluon distribution, which has not 

been determined separately for the proton and the deuteron, we have used the gluon 
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distribution of the nucleoli [47] as determined by NMC from a QCD fit to the structure 

functions F£ and F*. The result is shown in figure 4.5 by the solid curve. The result of 

the QCD calculation of A/? is in good agreement with the present data . The calculation 

is limited to x > 0.005 to ensure that Q2 is above 1 GeV2. 

To show- the sensitivity of j\R to the gluon distribution. Ai? was also calculated with 

ghion distributions that differ for the proton and the deuteron. The dashed line gives 

the result for a ghion distribution of the proton that is 10 % smaller than that, of 

the deuteron. This corresponds to the limit of the uncertainty in the measured gluon 

distribution. The data clearly favour a small or no difference in the ghion distributions 

of the proton and the deuteron. 
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4.2 The Gottfried Sum Rule 

Sum rules enable one to test certain global properties of the (mark model of nticleoiis. 

The Adler and Choss-Llellyn Smith sum rules for example determine the difference and 

the sum of the valence up and down quarks in the proton. They are obtained from 

structure functions measured in neutrino scattering. In 1967 Gottfried[13] showed how-

to evaluate the integral over ;/ of the structure function lAVi. which in the limit of high 

Q2 tends to F2, at fixed Q2 using the electric and the magnetic form factors of the 

proton. This sum rule was redefined in terms of structure functions F 2 by Field and 

Feynman[14], a s an integral over .r from 0 to 1, at fixed Q2: 

So = f [F?(:r) - F»(*)] - . (4.8) 

In the framework of the quark-parton model the structure functions F2 are expressed 

in the sum of quark and anti quark momentum distributions, <y,(.r) and 7,(;r) for the 

different quark flavours i, weighted with the squares of the electric charges e2: 

F2(x) = . r £ e ? M * ) + ?,(*)]• .(4.9) 
i 

Following the visual definition of the valence and sea quark distributions, 

9ui(«) = </i( a? ) -? , - («) , 9.,-(a?) = <7,(*) 

one rewrites 4.S as follows: 

SG = f cb Y,e* (<(*) - <•(*)) + 2 f dx E «* (<(*) - <(*)) • (+•">) 
JO (- JO • 

The first integral can easily be evaluated; it is the difference of the number of valence 

quarks in the proton and the neutron, weighted with the square of the electric charge 

for each flavour, 

ƒ>•-?,< = J • 1, j [ W „ = 5.1, . j [ W - - 5 • 1. j t>*S = I • 2. 

Therefore 4.10 reduces to: 

sG = ~+ 2j\\xj2e2y:i(x)~(i:i(x)}. H.ID 
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If we assume isospin symmetry between the proton and the neutron this expression can 

be further simplified. It is customary to define 77 = 77'' = d" and d = dp = 77". The 

expression for the Gottfried sum then becomes: 

Sa = \ + l j \ l v [ü(.v)-d(,-)}. (4.12) 

If one assumes the sea to be symmetric in up and down quarks, the second term is 

equal to zero. One therefore expects the Gottfried sum to be S'a = | -

4.2.1 The Method 

We now discuss the method used to extract the Gottfried sum from the NMC data 

obtained in 1986, 1987 and 1989. This sum was previously obtained from the data 

of 1986 and 1987; see ref [48] and ref [49]. It is of course impossible to measure the 

structure functions F2 down to x = 0, likewise the measured region does not extend 

to x = 1. The integral is therefore divided into three parts: the measured one and 

the extrapolations to the limits of the integration. There are two complications in 

the determination of the Gottfried sum from the measured structure functions. The 

first one is that the integrand contains the difference of two quantities of almost equal 

size as x approaches zero. The second one is the factor ^-, which amplifies this small 

difference in structure functions for very small values of a:. If the structure functions 

F2 and F2 were to be determined independently of each other, the error on SQ would 

become unacceptably large. To avoid this, the difference F% — F2" was evaluated from 

a simultaneous measurement of F2 and F2 from which the ratio of structure functions 

F"/F2 was obtained directly, see chapter 3. This also ensures that the extrapolation 

towards x = 0 can be carried out with acceptable precision. We now discuss the results 

for the measured region and for the extrapolations separately. 

T h e m e a s u r e d region 

F£, either using F$\ 

(4.13) 

The ratio F"/F2 can be used in two ways to determine F$ — 

FÏ F?-F! = ( 1 - ^ ) F ' J 

F | 
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or using F*: 

1 _ F" / Fp 

where it is assumed that the deuteron is unbound. The second one was chosen because 

the structure function F£ is determined move precisely than F£. both by the NMC 

and in most previous experiments. The structure function F.f was obtained from a 

paramelrisalion fitted to the combined NMC [38], SLAC [50] and BCDMS [37] data for 

F-2- This fit was made as a part, of the analysis of the structure functions F$ and F^ 

by the NMC; it represents the best knowledge of i ^ a t the moment. The fit is valid 

over a wide range in .r and Q2 as described in ref. [38]. 

The Gottfried sum must be evaluated at a certain value of Q2. That value for Q2 

was chosen to be Q2 = 4 GeV2. This represents a compromise between covering the 

maximum range of x which contains data points at such a Q2 value and having a 

reasonably high Q2 value to ensure the applicability of perturbative QCD. The value 

of Q2 = 4GeV2 was also used in the previous evaluations by the NMC of the Gottfried 

sum. In subsection 4.2.2 the results for Q2 values in the range 1 - 20 GeV2 are also 

presented. 

The value of F^/F? must now be evaluated for each x bin at Q2 = 4 GeV2. For 

that purpose straight line fits as a function of InQ2 were made to the Q2 dependent 

data in each .T bin. For each bin the line fit was then used to find by interpolation or 

extrapolation the value of the ratio at Q2 = 4 GeV2. The straight line fits are shown 

together with the data in fig. 3.18 in chapter 3. The data are well described by the fits 

over the whole range in x. 

In table 4.2 the results from the measured region are summarised. The fourth column 

lists the values F£ — F%\ which were derived from Fjf/F* a n £ l i^1, given in columns 

two and three. In the sixth column the integral over the x bin of (F% — F^jx is given; 

the last column shows the resulting value for the running integral Sc,{xmin — 0.8) = 

/o.s [^2'(,r) ~ ^{x)] ~§~i where .rmin is the lower limit of the bin. The non-singlet struc

ture function Ff — F£ and the running integral are also shown in fig. 4.6. The full 

circles represent the difference F$ — F£; the integral Sc{,rm,-,, — 0.8) is indicated by the 

open circles. Only the statistical errors are shown. The contribution from the measured 
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< .1- > 

0.005 

O.OOS 

0.012 

0.018 

0.025 

0.035 

0.050 

0.070 

0.090 

0.110 

0,140 

0.180 

0.225 

0.275 

0.350 

0.450 

0.550 

0.700 

f?(*)/Ff(') 
0.974 ± 0.022 

0.951 ±0.011 

0.948 ± O.OOS 

0.953 ± O.OOS 

0.940 ± 0.005 

0.914 ± 0.006 

0.908 ± 0.005 

O.SSO ± 0.006 

0.855 ± 0.007 

0.835 t v/.OOS 

0.820 ± 0.007 

0.791 ± 0.009 

0.745 ± 0.010 

0.705 ± 0.014 

0.635 ± 0.014 

0.567 ± 0.024 

0.510 ± 0.042 

0.314 ± 0.061 

F*(.v) 

0.423 

0.409 

0.398 

0.391 

0.3S3 

0.375 

0.365 

0.355 

0.345 

0.33-i 

0.325 

0.308 

0.2S7 

0.260 

0.214 

0.152 

0.101 

0.048 

ƒ?(*) - F?(.v) 

0.011 ± 0.010 

0.021 ± 0.005 

0.021 ± 0.004 

0.019 ± 0.003 

0.024 ± 0.002 

0.034 ± 0.002 

0.035 ± 0.002 

0.045 ± 0.002 

0.054 ± 0.003 

0.061 ± 0.003 

0.0r>4 J. 0.003 

0.072 ± 0.003 

0.084 ± 0.004 

0.090 ± 0.005 

0.096 ± 0.005 

0.084 ± 0.006 

0.066 ± 0.007 

0.050 ± 0.007 

•I'm in 

0.004 

0.006 

0.010 

0.015 

0.020 

0.030 

Ü.Ü4Ü 

0.060 

0.080 

0.100 

C.120 

3.160 

0.200 

0.250 

0.300 

0.400 

0.500 

0.600 

SG(bin) 

0.004 ± 0.0013 

0.010 ± 0.0007 

0.009 ± 0.0002 

0.005 ± 0.0001 

0.009 ± 0.0001 

0.010 ± 0.0001 

0.014 ± 0.0001 

0.013 ± 0.0001 

0.012 ± 0.0001 

0.011 ±0.0000 

0.018 ± 0.0001 

0.016 ± 0.0001 

0.019 ± 0.0001 

0.016 ± 0.0001 

0.027 ± 0.0003 

0.019 ± 0.0004 

0.012 ± 0.0004 

0.014 ± 0.0019 

Sc(-r„u„-0.$) 

0.239 ± 0.006 

0.235 ± 0-005 

0.225 ± 0.004 

0.216 ± 0.004 

0.211 ± 0.004 

0.201 ± 0.004 

0.192 ±0.004 

0.178 ± 0.004 

0.165 ± 0.004 

0.153 ± 0.003 

0.142 ± 0.0G3 

0.123 ± 0.003 

0.107 ± 0.003 

0.089 ± 0.003 

0.072 ± 0.003 

0.045 ± 0.003 

0.026 ± 0.002 

0.014 ± 0.002 

Table 4.2: The running integral SG{xmin - 0.S) = f^s [F%(x) - F£{x)]4§-, the value 

per bin and the input values used to obtain these quantifies 

region to the Gottfried sum is found to be: 

J. 0 8 [ƒ?(*) - F?(x)] — = 0-239 ± 0.006(.sia/.) 
O.OOI X 

(4.15) 

The systematic uncertainties are discussed below. 

The extrapolation to x = 1 

The extrapolation of F$ — F£ from x = 0.8 to x = 1 is done in a straightforward way. 

Its integral contributes only little to the Gottfried sum because of the rapid fall off of 

the structure function F$ with increasing x. The ratio F$/F$ was extrapolated by a. 

function linear in v to a value of 0.25 at x = 1. The contribution to the Gottfried sum 
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n) 
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integral. 

was found to be: 

i 1 [F2
P(.T) - F?(x)} — = 0.001 ± 0.001(5iai.). 

0.8 X 
(4.16) 

The extrapolation to x = 0 

The, behaviour of Ff — F2
11 at small x may be described by Regge theory[51]. This means 

that the flavor non-singlet distribution Ff — F2
n may be approximated by: 

F 2
P -F 2 " = ax0, / ? > 0 , 

in the limit x —> 0. It is expected that /? = 0.5. The function was fitted to the data in 

the range x = 0.004 to x = 0.1S, leading to a = 0.18 ± 0.01 and /? = 0.53 ± 0.03. In 

figure 4.7 the fit is shown together with the data points. It was checked that using only 

data points up to x = 0.07 (dashed line) or those up to .r = 0.3 (dotted line) yields 

equivalent values for o and ft and almost equal contributions to the Gottfried sum. The 
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difference between those fils was used as an estimate of the systematic uncertainty. The 

contribution to Gottfried sum from the extrapolation to .r = 0 is: 

ƒ 
Jo 

0.00-1 (1 r 

[F2
p(.r) - F.£(.rj\ — = 0.01S ± 0.003(*/o/0 (4.17) 

Figure 4.7: The values of F$ — i7^ versus x together with the Regge type extrapolations, 

see text. 

The Gottfried sum 

The value of the Gottfried sum, determined from the above contributions, is found to 

be: 

So = f1 [F£{x) - F£(x)] — = 0.25S±0.010(s*a*0±0.019(sj/s*0 (4.18) 
Jo x 

The sources of systematic uncertainties are summarized in table 4.3. They result from 

the uncertainties in F$ and in F^jF%, which, are strongly correlated because Z7^ is 

also used in the calculation of the radiative correction on F%/F$. This correlation has 

been taken into account in combining the systematic errors. The uncertainties in the 
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Source 

Radiative corrections 

F* 

Incident and scattered union momentum 

Position of the interaction vertex 

Other sources 

Total 

uncertainty 

0.011 

0.016 

0.007 

0.007 

0.003 

0.01 9 

Table 4 .3 : Systematic-uncertainties in the Gottfried sum 

structure function ratio arising from the momentum determination and the smearing 

of the scattering vertex are discussed in section 3.3. The other sources of uncertainties 

in the ratio F£l F$ have been combined and are given as "other sources". They hardly 

contribute to the overall systematic uncertainty of the Gottfried sum. 

This result for the Gottfried sum {SG = 0.258 ±0 .021) derived above using all the 

available NMC data can be compared with that of ref. [49] which does not include the 

measurements performed in 1989. The value determined for the Gottfried sum from 

the 1986/1987 data only is[49]: 

SG = j'[F£(x) - Fï(x)]— = 0.235 ± 0.026(total) 

The total error was obtained by quadratic addition of the statistical and systematic 

errors. Although these values seem to be in good agreement, this is not quite the case, 

since they are strongly correlated. The difference is the cumulative effect of several 

contributions. In the measured region part of it is due to the finer binning, part is 

related to the trigger 2 data. Also the contribution from the unmeasured region is 

slightly higher. 

The difference for the measured region is largest for x values where trigger 2 strongly 

contributes. It was found that the inclusion of the 1989 trigger 2 data results in an 

increase of the Gottfried sum of about 0.008. This value being one third of the total 

error, lead us to perform several checks to trace the possible cause, however with a 

negative result. The finer 1989 binning, containing four more bins in the region x < 0.1, 

leads to a 0.005 higher value of the 19S6/19S7 result for So- The unmeasured small 
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./• rejrion. finally, adds another 0.005 to the Gottfried sum. It should be noted that 

the extra contribution to So from the measured and the unmeasured regions are not 

independent. The data points that cause a higher contribution in the measured region 

also cause a change of the Regge-type extrapolation to .r = 0. 

In summary, the difference of the value for the Gottfried sum based on the full NMC 

data sample and the value as published in ref. [49]. has to be further investigated. The 

result however remains significantly below the simple quark-parton model value of 1/3. 

4.2.2 Q'2 dependence of the Gottfried sum 

The average value of Q'1 at which the Gottfried sum was calculated, was chosen such 

that it is within the Q2 range of as many as possible bins in x covered by the data. 

The value chosen, Q2 = 4 GeV2, is also high enough to be in the region of perturbative 

QCD. We now study to what extent the value of S'a depends on the choice of Q2 in the 

range 0.S - 15 GeV2. The result of this evaluation is shown in figure 4.S. 

The integral /0^04 [/*2>(-i") ~ ^21(-r)] ^ m ^ n e m e a s u r e c ^ x i'ange, as a function of the 

value of Q2 at which the non-singlet structure function F% — F% is evaluated is given 

by the open circles. Within the statistical errors there is no significant change over the 

interval Q2 = 2 — 15 GeV . Only for low Q2 there is a slight decrease. One should note, 

that the errors on the values are rather strongly correlated. A similar conclusion holds 

for the integral over the non-measured low .r region (the triangles in fig 4.S). This again 

shows that at small x the Q2 dependence of F^/F^ is small (see ref. 3.5). 

The full circles indicate the Gottfried sum. Although the Gottfried sum seems to rise 

with Q2 , this may well be an artifact of the method. The slopes in Q2 , d{F$ / F$) / d\\\Q2, 

in each x bin are only fitted once. Thus, for non-zero slopes, the Gottfried sum will 

always show an approximate linear variation with Q2. In addition the statistical uncer

tainty may lead to a non-zero slope, which gives also an approximate linear dependence 

of the Gottfried sum on Q2. 

We conclude that there is an insignificant Q2 dependence in the range '2 -- 15 GeV2 of 

the Gottfried sum. 
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o 0.3 
in 

0.2 -

0.1 -

10 
Q2 

Figure 4.8: The Gottfried sum evahiated as a function of Q2. The open circles rep

resent the integral over the measured x range, the triangles the contribution from the 

small x region and the full circles SG-
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Summary 

The subject of this thesis is the ratio of the structure functions F-i of' the dculcron 

and the proton. It is part of the research program of the New iVlnon Collaboration 

(NMC), which set out to measure structure function ratios for a number of nuclei to 

the deuteron as well as the structure functions of the proton and the deuteron separately, 

using deep inelastic scattering (DIS) of muons. The structure functions are related to 

the momentum distributions of the partons, quarks and gluons, inside a nucleoli. 

The structure function ratio is measured by the NMC with high precision due to a 

dedicated target setup. In this setup a hydrogen and a deuterium target, one behind 

the other, are in the union beam at the same time and their positions are interchanged 

regularly. This almost entirely removes the systematic uncertainties resulting from 

beam flux changes and spectrometer acceptance variations. 

In this thesis the analysis is presented of the data taken in 19S9, which were obtained 

using incident muon energies of 120, 200 and 280 GeV. These data complement the 

results from earlier measurements performed in 1986 and 1987 which were obtained at 

90 and 280 GeV incident muon energy. The newly determined structure function ratio, 

in a slightly extended range of the scaling parameter x, is compared to the previous one 

and is found to be in good agreement. All data are combined to give the most accurate 

determination of the structure function ratio to date. 

The results are used to determine the dependence of the structure function ratio on the 

value of Q2 , the scale at which the nucleoli is probed. At intermediate values of.?:, a 

clear dependence is found, in agreement with previous observations. 

Secondly, the validity of the Gottfried sum rule is verified. This sum rule relates the 

measured structure function ratio, under certain conditions, to flavour asymmetry in 

the seaquark distribution. The resulting (preliminary) value of So = 0.258 ±0.021 is 

somewhat, higher than the previously published value; the reason for this discrepancy 
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being not clear. The sum however, is still much lower than the value of one third 

predicted by the naive quark-parton model. 

Finally, the structure function ratios obtained at four different incident niuon energies 

separately, are used to determine the difference ƒ?'' — Rp. where R is the ratio of cross 

sections for the absorpt ion of longitudinally and transversely polarized virtual photons. 

The difference in R for the deuteron and the proton is related to differences in the gluon 

distribution. The result is compatible with a gluon distribution that is identical for the 

deuteron and the proton. The degree of equality of 7?'1 and Rp is a measure for the 

correctness of the procedure to extract structure function ratios. The present result is 

ƒ?'• - R!> = 0.02 ± 0.02 and hence compatible with zero. 
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Samenvatting 

Het onderwerp dit proefschrift is de verhouding van de structuurfuncties F-i voor het 

deuteron en het proton. Het maakt deel uit van het onderzoekprogramma van de 

New Muon Collaboration (NMC), dat voorts tot doel had de verhouding van struc

tuurfuncties 7*2 voor verschillende atoomkernen en het deuteron te bepalen alsmede 

de structuurfuncties F2 voor het proton en het deuteron. Deze structuurfuncties zijn 

gerelateerd aan de impulsmomentverdeling van de partonen, quarks en gluonen, in het 

nucleoli. 

De verhouding van structuurfuncties kan door de NMC nauwkeurig bepaald worden 

door de toepassing van een speciale trefplaatopstelling. In deze opstelling zijn de wa

terstof en deuterium trefplaten gelijktijdig, achter elkaar, in de muonbundel geplaatst 

en worden ze regelmatig van positie verwisseld. Het resultaat is dat de systematische 

onnauwkeurigheden die een gevolg zijn van variaties in muon-flux en de spectrometer 

acceptance vrijwel geheel verwaarloosd kunnen worden. 

In dit proefschrift wordt de analyse beschreven van de gegevens uit de meting in 1989. 

waarbij gebruik werd gemaakt van bundels muonen met energieën van 120, 200 en 

280 GeV. Deze meting vormt een belangrijke uitbreiding van ĉ e metingen uit 1986 en 

1987 waarbij muon energieën van 90 en 2S0 GeV werden gebruikt. De nieuw bepaalde 

verhouding van structuurfuncties bestrijkt een iets groter bereik in x, de schalings pa

rameter, en stemt goed overeen met de eerdere resultaten. De resultaten van al deze 

metingen te zamen genomen geven de meest nauwkeurige bepaling van de structuur-

functieverhouding tot nu toe. 

Dit resultaat wordt gebruikt om de afhankelijkheid van de structuurfunctieverhoud-

ing te bepalen als functie van de variabele Q2 die een maat is voor de schaal waarop 

het nucleoli wordt bestudeerd. Voor gemiddelde waarden van x wordt een duidelijke 

afhankelijkheid waargenomen, in overeenstemming met eerdere bepalingen. 
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Voorts is de geldigheid van de Gottfried som regel getoetst. Deze brengt de gemeten 

structuur functie verhouding in verband met de smaakasymmetrie (flavour asymmetry) 

van de verdeling van zeequarks. Het (voorlopige) resultaat, Sc = 0.258 ± 0.021 is 

enigszins hoger dan dc eerder gepubliceerde waarde: de reden voor dit verschil is nog 

niet duidelijk. De uitkomst is echter nog altijd duidelijk lager dan de waarde van één 

derde die door hot eenvoudige quark-partonmodel wordt voorspeld. 

Tenslotte worden de structuuvlunctieverhoudingen. bepaald voor elk van dc vier muon 

energieën, gebruikt om het verschil /?'' — Rp te berekenen, waar R de verhouding is 

van de werkzame doorsneden voor de absorptie van longitudinaal en transversaal gepo

lariseerde virtuele fotonen. Het verschil in R voor het deuteron en het. proton kan 

in verband worden gebracht met de impulsmomentverdeling van de gluonen in het 

nucleon. De geldigheid van de methode gebruikt om de verhouding van de structuur

functies te bepalen is gebaseerd op de gelijkheid van Rd en RP. Het huidige resultaat 

is R'1 — Rp = 0,02 ± 0,02 en is dus in overeenstemming met de gebruikte aanname 

/?*• - /?» = 0. 
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